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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF CAROLINE COUNTY 
RICHARD B. WRIGHT, JR. 
v. 
JOHN G. CASTLES 
Santee Farm 
Corbin, Virginia 
BILL OF COMPLAINT 
PLAINTIFF 
DEFENDANT 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, Richard B. Wright, Jr., and 
files this his Bill of Complaint and for the basis of the same he 
alleges and states as follows: 
1. That the Plaintiff is the owner in fee simple of a 
tract of land known as Clare Mont Farm situate in the Port Royal 
. Magisterial District of Caroline County, Virginia, containing 
65.76 acres, more or less, and adjoined on the southwest by the 
lands of the Defendant, John G. Castles; said Plaintiff having 
· acquired the hereinabove described property by deed dated January 
28, 1963 from Sue K. Gordon, single, and Tallie C. Gordon, single,. 
and recorded among the land records of Caroline County, Virginia, 
in Deed Book 155, at page 314. 
2. That the Defendant is the owner in fee simple of a 
tract of land known as Santee Farm situate in the Port Royal 
Magisterial District of Caroline County, Virginia, containing 270 
.acres, more or less, and adjoined on the northeast by the lands 
·of the Plaintiff. 
:! 3. That by deed into Robert V. Gordon, dated December 
~: 16, 1901, and recorded among the aforesaid land records in Deed 
'· 
;;Book 72, at page 159, said Robert v. Gordon acquired out of a 
tract containing both the Clare Mont and Santee Farms fee simple 
:title in the property now owned by the Defendant. 
2 
4. That the hereinabove described deed into Robert v. 
,Gordon expressly contained the following perpetual easement and 
'right-of-way: 
i 
"But it is distinctly understood and 
agreed between the parties hereto 
that the two roads now open and 
traveled by said Battaile F. Gordon 
(grantor herein) from his farm 
Clare Mont through said Santee 
tract, to the Public Road from Fred-
ericksburg to Bowling Green at Grace 
Episcopal Church shall forever remain 
open for the use of the present and 
future owners and for the present and 
future use of the occupier of said 
Clare ~1ont Farm, but it is understood 
that the said road through Santee 
Park shall not be used for any heavy 
hauling, but that all hauling except 
by light vehicles shall be over 
the road leading through the brick 
quarters at Santee." 
hat said perpetual easement and right-of-way is expressly 
eferred to in the deed conveying Clare Mont Farm to the Plain-
'iff. 
5. That the deed conveying Santee Farm to the Defen-
pant, dated March 15, 1951 and recorded among the aforesaid land 
kecords in Deed Book 132, at page 465, contains the following: 
I 
. • . subject to an easement in the 
form of a right-of-way for the 
"Clare Mont Farm" across "Santee" 
to the public road. • • 
6. That the "brick quarters" road to be used for heavy 
vehicles hereinabove described in Paragraph 4 is presently impas-
! 
sable, having not been maintained since the Defendant obtained 
~itle to his property together with the fact that the Defendant 







7. That as a direct result of the actions of the 
;Defendant, the Plaintiff alleges the Defendant is estopped from 
prohibiting the Plaintiff from using any type of vehicular 
traffic on the road through Santee Park which runs from the main 
road across the northwest portion of the Defendant's property to 
the property now owned by the Plaintiff. 
8. That the Plaintiff has no other access to his 
property since all other roads are impassable, other than use of 
the Santee Park road which the Defendant is now denying the use 
of by the Plaintiff with vehicles other than automobiles and 
small pickup trucks. 
9. That the Plaintiff has expended considerable sums 
of money to improve and maintain his portion of the Santee Park 
road, said maintenance including an expenditure for a cattle-
guard at the location where the Plaintiff's and Defendant's 
properties join. 
10. That the Plaintiff has used said roadway constantly,! 
' 
continuously, adversely, hostilely, notoriously, exclusively and 
uninterrupted for a period of more' than fifteen (15) years next 
preceding the institution of this suit, during the ownership of 
said tract by the Defendant and with the full knowledge and 
acquiescence of the Defendant; that said use has consisted of 
travel by farm equipment, trucks, moving vans, and other "heavy" 
vehicles all being done with the full knowledge and acquiescence 
of the Defendant. 
11. That the Plaintiff represents that his use of said 
roadway for all vehicles is exclusive and does not enjoy said use 




I 12. Plaintiff respectfully alleges that by virtue of 
·1· his constant, continuous, adverse, hostile, notorious, exclusive 




I fifteen years, Plaintiff has acquired an easement by prescription 
in said real estate and the use and enjoyment thereof and the 
I, rights-of-way thereover for all vehicles. 
I 
13. That the Plaintiff presently needs the immediate 
use of the Santee Park road for travel by fuel oil trucks, 
I propane trucks, and farm equipment. 
14. That the Plaintiff alleges that the obstruction by 
the Defendant of the "brick quarters" road and the denial by the 
Defendant of farm equipment and trucks along the subject road has 
caused and will cause him irreparable injury for which he has no 
· adequate remedy at law. 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, Richard B. Wright, Jr., prays 
that this Court issue a.temporary injunction enjoining the 
Defendant, John G. Castles, from interferring with Plaintiff's 
use of said roadway pending a final determination of Plaintiff's 
1. : rights to such use; that the Court determine that the Plaintiff 
I 
I 
has acquired an easement by prescription through the continued 
and uninterrupted use of said roadway and further that the 
Defendant is estopped from denying the Plaintiff from such use; 
I , that the Court issue a permanent injunction perpetually enjoining 
I' ' and restraining the Defendant from interferring with the free and 
I
,: , dominant use of said roadway by Plaintiff, and for such other and 
further relief as to equity may seem meet and the nature of this 
: ~ 
:l cause may require. 
I •' 
I : RICHARD B. WRIGHT, JR. 
By Counsel 
SCAIFE AND DALTAN 
By ~ 
W. · :[\1. Scaife, Jr. .. 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
1103 Princess Anne Street 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
5 
VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF CAROLINE COUNTY 
RICHARD B. WRIGHT, JR. 
vs. 





BILL OF COMPLAINT 
Respondent 
Complainant respectfully represents 'unto the Court as 
follows: 
(1) That complainant is the owner in fee simple of a 
tract of land known as Clare Mont Far.m situate in the Port Royal 
·. 
Magisterial District .of Caroline County, Virginia, containing 
65.76 acres, more or less, adjoined on the southwest by the 
lands of responden-t, John G. castles; said complainant having 
acquired the hereinabove described property by deed dated· Janu-
ary 28, 1963 from Sue K. Gordon, single, and Tallie c. Gordon, 
single, and recorded among the land records of Caroline County, 
Virginia, in Deed Book 155, page 314. 
(2) ·That the respondent is the owner in fee simple of a 
tract of land known as Santee Farm situate in the Port Royal 
Magisterial District of Caroline County, Virginia, containing 
270 acres, more or less, adjoined on the northeast by the lands 
of the complainant which was conveyed to respondent by deed of 
his father, Eugene Castles, and his mother, Julia S. Castles, 
dated March 15, 1951, recorded in said Clerk's Office in Deed 
Book 132 page 465. 
(3) That prior to 1890, said Clare Mont Farm and said 
Santee Farm were part of a larger tract of land owned by Samuel 
Gordon, Sr., who, under his will dated July 20, 1890 and probated 
september .L3, .LH~U, devJ.secs. sal. a C.Lare Mont .t·a:rm to nJ.s son, 
Battaile F. Gordon, for life, and at his death to his wife, 
Tallie S. Gordon for life, and after her death to the daughters 
of said Battaile F.· Gordon in equal shares, and who, under said 
will, devised the remainder of his estate, including the Santee 
Fa:rm now owned by respondent, to his three sons, Henry Gordon, 
Robert Gordon andBattaile Gordon. 
That by deed dated May 22, 1891, recorded in said 
Clerk's Office in Deed ~ook 623, page 228, said Henry Gordon and 
wife conveyed the one-third (l/3rd) interest of Henry Gordon in 
the Santee Farm to his brother, said Robert v. Gordon; 
. ·. . , . 
That by deed dated December 16, 1901, recorded in 
said Clerk 1 s Office in Dee'd Book 72, page 159, said Battaile F. 
Gordon and.Tallie S.Gordon, his wif~, conveyed to his brother, 
said Robert v. Gordon~ his one-third (l/3rd) interest in said 
Santee Fa~; that in_the aforesaid deed the following perpetual 
easements and rights of way were granted for the benefit of 
Clare Mont Far.m in the following words: 
"But it is distinctly understood and agreed 
between the parties hereto that the two roads 
now· open and traveled by said Battaile F. Gordon 
(grantor herein) from his far.m Clare Mont through 
said Santee tract, to the Public Road from 
Fredericksburg to Bowling Green at Grace Epis-
copal Church shall forever remain open for the 
use of the present and future owners and for· 
the present and future use of the occupier of 
said Clare Mont Farm, but it is understood that 
the said road through Santee Park shall not 
be used for any heavy.hauling, but that all hauling 
except. by light vehicles shall be over the road 
leading through the brick quarters at Santee. " 
Thut the unrestricted road referred to in said deed 
is commonly known as the "Brick Quarters Roadu and that the other 
road which is restricted against heavy hauling is commonly known 
as the "Santee Park Road." 7 
(4) That at least since 1940, and probably earlier, said 
rick Quarters Road was seldom used by your complainants' pre~ 
cl~ecess·ors in title and that the road commonly used by your 
I 
bomplainants' predeces~~rs in title f~r all purposes including 
~eavy hauling to and from Clare Mont Fa~ was the Santee Park Roa ; 
khat during said period, prior to the acquisition of Clare Mont 
I ,arm by your comp~ainant, on ·January 28, 1963, said Brick Quarter 
.'oad, while never abandoned, was allowed to deteriorate to such 
an extent that at the time of said purchase of Clare Mont Farm 
II 
~y your complainant it. was in no condition to be us-ed for heavy 
~aulil'lg. 
), (5) That said responden~ recognized the long time use #' 
~f the Santee Park Road for heavy hauling despite the existence 
. \ct>f the restrictive covenant pr.ohibi t.:tng said use in a letter 
\to your complainant 
)follows: 
dated March 27, 1963, in.which he wrote as 
I· "My main interest in the Claremont property is 
I
, kthe right o~ way it has acrc;>s.s San~ee. As ybou 




used for heavy hauling, such as lo~ded trucks. 
it has been used for this in the past without 
I 
our complaint as we realize it would be prohib-
itive to require the owner of Claremont to reopen 
I 
and use the right of way provided that property 
for this • • • • • " 
J, (6) That during the period from 1963 until 1978, your 
,ifomplainant and his invitees used said Santee Park Road for all 
!purposes including heavy hauling by moving vans, fuel oil trucks 
~~d other vehicles commonly used for hauling farm machinery 
1
J[d products to and from Clare Mont Farm; that such frequent 







invitees was made throughout said period without objection by 
said respondent. Instead respondent caused to be constructed 
cross fences over portions of the Brick Quarters Road with gates 
through said fences located in fields adjoining said road instead 
of along the road itself, thus further irnp·eding the use of said 
road for heavy hauling. 
(7) That in 1978, after your complainant listed his 
said property for sale and moved-to Orange, Virginia, said 
respondent. erected a .large sign at a point on Route 610 at the 
entrance to Santee Far.m which sign was later moved to a point 
where the san.tee Park Road forks, one fork leading to the Santee 
mansion house and the other fork leading to Clare Mont Far.m. 
Said s~gn, which is still located where it was last erected, con-
tains ·the following language: "No heavy hauling over this road to 
Clare Mont Farm. Nothing larger than a pickup truck, Deed Book 
.. 
72, page 159." Said respondent, in addition to erecting said 
sign, patrolled said Santee Park Roa4 and stopped fuel oil trucks 
and other heavy trucks from proceeding along the same to com-
plainant's property. Respondent also notified your complainant 
that in the future neither complainant nor his invitees could use 
the Santee Park Road for heavy hauling in accordance with the 
ter.ms of the restrictive covenant contained in said deed dated 
December 16, 1901, recorded in said Clerk 1 s Office in Deed Book 
72, page 159. 
(8) That as a result of the erection of said sign by 
said respondent, complainant's real estate agents have been un-
able to find any purchasers for complainant's property willing to 
pay a price for said property commensurate with the value thereof; 
9 
I 
~hat many prospective purchas~rs have been "scared off" by said 
rign, and others have reduced their offering price for said 
:property; that complainant has had great difficulty in leasing 
fsaid property pend~ng the sale thereof because tenants have found 
lit difficult, if not impossible, to bring their heavy equipment 
lknd furnishings and fuel oil to Clare Mont Farm because of 
respondent's conduct. 
]
'. (9) That said respondent has .. no right to maintain said 
sign along said Santee Park Road ~eading to Clare Mont Far.m be-
: 
1
[.cause by his conduct he has lulled your complainant into a sense 
ij,of security as to ~stop_Aespondent from the exercise of his rig~~­
'j·to enforce the restrictive covenant, restricting Santee Park Road 
I 
::against use for heavy hauling. 
(10) That said respondent has ~aivecVhis right to en-
: force said restrictive covenant against the use of Santee Park . 
',Road for heavy hauling by his course of dealing with your com-
: 
,plainant. 
(11) That said respondent is, guilty of dache.s) in assert 
inq his right to enforce said restrictive covenant against the 
,use of said Santee Park Road for heavy hauling. 
(12) Your complainant alle~es that the actions of said 
rrespondent in erecting said sign and otherwise interfering with 
11 complainant's use. of said Santee Park Road for heavy hauling has 
: causea and will cause i~reparable injury fOr which he has no 
: adequate remedy at law. 
WHEREFORE complainant prays that said John G. Castles 
1 be made a party defendant to this suit; that this court first 
/ issue a temporary injunction and later a pe~~~~. -~!ljun.c~.ion 
enjoining said respondent from interfering with complainant's 
use of said Santee Park Road for all right of way purposes includ-
ing heavy hauling; and that your complainant may have such other 
and further relief in the premises as the nature of the case may 
• • • • 0 '" • • 
. Richard B. W~i~, Jrf 
STATE OF ViRGINIA, 
COUNTY OF ~O~r~a~n~g.e~-------' to-wit: 
I, Irma A. Powell , a Notary Public for the ---=~~~--~~~------
County and State aforesaid, hereby certify that Richard B. Wright, 
Jr. personally appeared before me in my said County and made 
oath that the allegations contained in the foregoing bill, which 
he makes of his own knowledge, are true, and that all other matter 
therein stated he believes to be true. 
Given under my hand this 
RICHMOND AND FISHBUBNE 
0 Court Square 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901 
By ~ ~ • g~/.b_./( 
ljlfcounse . 
PURCELL AND BONENBERGER 
P. o. Box 1248 · 
Orange, Virginia 229~ 
BY-/f·/.IA~ M. ({u(!uft 
0 Counsel · 





This cause came on this day to be heard upon the com-
,plainant's bill under oath, upon the complainant's motion for 
! . , 
;.a temporary injunction, notice of said bill having been duly 
:served upon respondent, and upon the- evidence heard ore tenus 
· iand was argued by counsel. 
Upon consideration whereof, it is ORDERED that said 
respondent,. John G. castles, be and he is hereby enjoined and 
restrained from interfering with complainant's use of Santee 
' 
! i 
1 Park R~ad for all right of way purposes including heavy hauling, 
and said respondent is ORDERED to remove forthwith the sign 
now located on respondent's property at the intersection of the 
road leading to Clare Mont Far.m which reads as follows: 
"No heavy hauling over this road to Clare Mont 
Far.m. Nothing larger than a pickup truck, 
Deed Book 72, page 159." 
This injunction order shall be effective from 
19 ~o until further order of. this court. 
/?-- /~3 
I 
And it appearing to the .court that no damage will result 
11 to the respondent from the use of said Santee Park Road for all 
right of way purposes, including heavy hauling, no bond is re-
quired of the complainant •. Leave is granted to respondent to 
file a motion requesting such a bond should it appear that 
:. complainant is not maintaining said road in 
, I ~ <S~~%.~~ ~\Je. a. <!J 
1
1Ca::.{le._:;:-tlu. doe.J~ s\.7:-l\ """;;' \ :I.E~: . 
'!~:S.l· __,:-.... ::~===-~-~--
1 i I 
. : . . j f. . I I DATE : 
I I;~~ ,.~ ~~ .... ~:'-- ·:~ f? ?-3 O" ---=-.....::;..-+--=--~~~----




MJ1 lftd CovnMIIora 
at law 
VIRGINIA: 
lN '!HE CIRCUIT COURT OF CAROLINE .OOUNl.Y 
. . 
RIQWID B. ~GHT, JR., 
Calplainant, 
. vs. 
JOHN G. CAS1l.ES, 
Respondent. 
ANSWER 
.John G. Castles, Respondent, nCM canes and answers the Bill of 
r 
Coaplaint filed against him by Richaxd. B. Wright, Jr. and says as follows: 
. . 
1. He admits the al~egations conj:alned in paragraphs 1, 2. and 3 
of the ·Bill of Coaplaint. 
\ 
2. He admits that the road referred to as the "Brick Quarters 
Road" was seldan. used by the CaJt>laimmt' s predecessors :in title because 
. those predecessors in title had no need for having heavy hauling but he 
. . 
. 
denies that the r~d known as the ''Santee Park Road" Was used by Complainant's 
predecessors in title for heavy haul.:ing and ~firma.tively alleges that 
Coaplainant' s predecessors :in title mre frequently used the northern 
' 
extension of the Santee Par}( right of way fran Clare· ltmt to Route 17; he 
agrees that_ the ."Brick Quarters Road" was allc:Med to det~orate because Com-
plainant · and Coaplainant' s predece.c;s_ors in title did not maintain it. 
3. i He denies the allegations con~d in paragraph s· of the 
Bill of CaJt>laint and states that the quotation referred to there~ was taken 
out of context by the Carplainant; that said quotation was part of a settle-
ment which he and the Carplainant were negotiating in regard to the use of 
the roads in question and the granting by this Respondent to the CaJt>lainant 
for certain easements for utilities. 
4. He denies the allegations contained in paragraph 6 and 
affinnatively alleges that any heavy hauling done by the Canplainant across 
the Santee Park Road was done either without the lcncMledge of t.~.P Respondent. 13 
or against his wishes; that it is true that on sorre occasions, he did grant 
j,:pennission to the Complainant to use tl)e Santee Park Road for heavy hauling 
I during periods when he and ~ Carq>lainant were attemptjng to negotiate a 
j, settleuent of .th~ various rca~ problems. Ue further denies that the construc-
1 tion of the. fences referred to in paragraph 6 of·the Canplaint impeded the 
I ! use of the road for heavy hauling. 
5. He admits that he erected a sign on Route 610 at the entrance 
! to Santee Fann but denies tha~ he mved it and affil:matively alleges that 
: sane person ·other than this ·Respondent reD"DVed the sign; he admits that later 
1 he. posted a new ·sign at a point .where it could be watched fran his house and 
1 less likely to be renoved; he denies that at any time he ''patrolled" the 
" Santee ~ark Road but admits. that on occasions when heavy hauling vehicles 
, 
1 atteapted to use said road in violation of the restrictive covenants, he 
attenpted to prevent ~t use. 
6. In response to the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Bill of 
Conp~t he neither admits nor denies that Canplainant's real estate agents 
have been unable to find my purchasers for Complainant's property willing to 
pay a price for said property ~ate with the value thereof because 
he does not knaw at what price it has been offered and he does not know 
the value thereof; he denies that prospective purchasers have been scared off 
-. 
by the sign; he has no knowledge as to the allegations that "others have 
reduced their offer:ing price ·fo_r said property'' and therefore neither admits 
I , nor denies the same; he denies that the Canplainant could have had great 
difficulty in leasing the property because tenants have found it difficult 
if not inpossible to bring their lieavy equipment and furnishings and fuel 
oil to Clare Mont because of Respondent's conduct, because notwithstandinf. 
the sign and notwithstanding the Respondent's conduct, the tenants have 
blO\lght noving vans and fuel oil to the Clare Mont hare over the Santee Park 
Road in violation of the restrictive covenants. 
II 
7.. He denies the allegations contained in para~aphs 9, 10, and 
11 of the Bill of Corrplaint. 
8. He also denies the allegations coritained in paragraph 12 
. 
of the Bill of Canpl.aint and affinnat:ively alleges that the Canplainant 
has available to h:im a better and shorter access to the Clare Mont Home 
directly fran Route 17 and that therefore the Canpl.ainant would not suffer 
any irreparable injury if he were required to use the· Santee Park Road 
in accordance with the recorded restrictive covenants. 
'WHEREFORE, this Respondent says that the Canplainant is not 
entitled to either a tenporary or peruanent injunction; that the Canplainant 
purchased the property with full knowledge of the restrictive covenants; 
that the Canplainant has been fully awan of the Respondent's opposition to 
r 
the use of the Santee Park Road for·heavy hauling at all times and that, 
. .. 
therefore, the Canplainant is not entitled,to the relief prayed for or to 
' . . 
. . . 
any other relief. 
\ 
lilerefore, this Respondent now prays that the Court terminate 
the injunction issued on DecenDer 23rd, 1980, and deny the Carplainant' s 
Petition for a pennanent injunction. 
FRANKLIN, ~ & CDWAN 
321 William Street 
· Fredericksburg, Virgilrl.a 22401 
15 
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198 _£__, I mailed a true copy of the above Jmswer to Joseph lei. Richm:md, 
Esquire, Richrrond and.Fishburne, 0 Court ~e. Charlottesville, Virginia 
. I 1lox 12lo8, Orange, Virginia 22960, 
li 
VIRGINIA: 
IN lHE CIRCUIT COURT OF CAROLINE CDUNrY 
RICHARD B. WRIGn', JR. , 
Cmp~t.· 
vs. 
JOHN G. CASTLES, 
Respondent. 
CROSS BnL 
By way o~ Cross Bill the said John G. Castles n~ comes and says 
as follc:MS: 
1. He incorporates herein and makes .a part hereof as if set forth 
herein verbatim paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of the Complainant's orig;t"lal· bill. 
2. !bat continuously since his ownership of Santee Farm and the 
owners~p of Santee Farm by his father, this Cross Complainant, John G. 
Castles, has used the areas of Santee Farm adjacent to Clare Mont Farm for the 
. . 
grazing o~ horses and cattle;. that ~ so doing he bas fenced the land and 
maintained several gates across that road Which have been necessary for his 
. . 
use and enjoyriBlt of the fann land; that he has maintalned the road thr6ugp 
Santee Faxm to its point of entry into Clare M:mt and that it has always been 
usable and accessible for the passage of vehicles as intended in the origillal 
deed creating that road as a right of way for the owners of Clare ~font 
Farm. 
3~. That since his ownership of Clare Mont Faxm the Cross Respondent 
Richard B. Wright, J1;. , has violated the terms, provisions and conditions of 
the Deed creating the right of way in his favor and notwi.thstand:fng the con-
tinuous protest on the part· of this Cross Complainant has used the same for 
the passage of heavy vehicles and heavy hauling, has interfered with ~""le 1 
~ration of the gates and other renovable fences placed across the road by . 
~e Cross Cooplainant, all of which has resulted in serious damage to the 
. :ad, loss of use of the same by the Cross CarPl.ainant, damage to the Cross 
lainant' s horses and cattle and deprived the Cross Carplainant of the 
1 uSe and enjoyment .. of his property. 
j lm:REFORE; this Cross ~l.ainant 'II(M prays that the Court 
I · d "bed • '-tteqn:et the langage of the deed unto Robert V. Gordon as escn m paragr "' 
~ 4 of the original Bill of Carpla:int; that the Court establish the 
fxati.on and width of the tight of way through Santee Faxm; that the Court 
rtablish the size, weight •. and width of vehicles which will be pexmitted to 
re that road; that the Court establish t:he righ~ . and obligations of the 
res ~eto for the maintenance of that road; that ~e Court issue an 
~.. junction restraining and enjoining .the Cross Respondent, his heirs, signees, and ~cessors in title fran inte;-fexrlng with the Cross . t 
I • . • 
~lainant's use of his property and restraining and enjoining the Cross 
, ~spondent fran willfully and ~lawfully reloving the gates and other tempor 
! .. 
jfences placed across the road by the Cross Carplainant and which are necessary 
' !for his use and enjoyment of his property,, and that the full rights. and ~bli­





fRANKLIN, WilLIAMs & c:n-1AN 
1 321 William Street 





I certify ~t a true copy of the above Cross Bill was mailed this 
3!-~'" day of d}~ , 198~, to Joseph W. Richrrond, 
Esquire, Richnx:md and Fishburne, 0 Court Square, Charlottesville, Virginia, 
22901, and to lhanas M. Purcell, Esquire, Purcell and Honeberger, P. 0. 
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DIRECT ~XAMINATION 
BY MR. PURCELL: 
so. 
3 Q For the record, state your name and 
4 where you live. 
5 A William A. Payn~, Lee's Overlook, 
6 Rappahannock, Virginia. 
Q 
\ . 
8 A Yes, sir. 
9 Q Do you know the complainant in this 
10 case, Bruce Wright? 
11 A Yes, sir. 
12 Q How long have you known him? 
13 A Since i978. 
14 Q Briefly describe the circumstances 
15 under which you met. 
16 A Yes, sir. I have an aircraft and I 
17 ha:ve a base in Orange County, Virginia, and a like aircr::.:: 
18 was at Orange, and the owner came up, and we started a cc=7~~-
19 sat ion, and it turned out to be Mr. Wright, and with a x::::·.:c.: 
20 interest in aviation, a friendship developed. 
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A I am a pilot with United Airlines. 
81. 
Q You described_your residence as Lee's 
Overlook in Orange County. How far was this from your plac~ 
of employment? 
A It's eighty-seven miles to Washington 
National Airport where I work. 
Q At that time, were you satisfied with 
your place of residence? 
A It was a very large place with just 
my wife and I living there. Our daughter had been married 
and gone. It was a long distance to my job, and we were 
looking for a smaller place and closer in, but still being 
out in the country. 
Q Your property where you then lived 
was country property? 
A Yes, sir, it was two miles to our mail-
box down the hill. 
Q Now, you stated that you were, at 
the time, looking for another place. Did there ever come 
a time that you developed any interest in Clare-Mont Farm? 
A It was very indirect. It was a 
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82. 
1 sociable visit with Mr. Wright in his home for Sunday after~ 
2 noon, and he suggested that possibly I ought to buy his 
3 farm, and I told him no, that I didn't have the financial 
4 means to buy such a place, but we were trying to get rid 
5 of the large place we had for a smaller place. 
a I mentioned at the time 
7 that the Garden House was more about the size, and that 
s it was too bad that he couldn't split it and sell me that 
9 part. 
10 Q Did you go to visit on the Wrights• 
11 property with the intent to look at real estate? 
12 A Oh, no, we went there for a Sunday aft~r-
13 noon supper. 
14 Q I gather by this time a social relatiop-
15 ship had developed with the Wrights? 
16 A Yes, it was strictly a mutual interest 
17 in aviation, nothing about real estate. 
18 Q Did there become a time that you becam~ 
19 interested in Clare-Mont itself? 
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Q Would you tell the Court how that 
interest came·about, how that developed? 
83. 
A Well, with the fuel crunch just gettin1~ 
started and wanting to get out of our house, we listed our 
house with Bruce Herndon and Associat~s in Orange and were 
looking to.move closer in. When I had mentioned it to Mr. 
Wright that it was too ba~, he said, "Well, maybe we can 
\ 
work something out. What would you want?" I had never 
entertained the notion that I would be able to own anything 
like a lake, but I said that since this Garden House is 
on the lake, I would want to maintain my privacy, and I 
would like to make sure that I had the whole lake and the 
Garden House with the greenhouse. Since my wife had agree~-
house now, we would need a greenhouse, and so we started 
an interest from that; that possibly he would break up Clar~~-
Mont Farm and sell me the portion that I wanted. 
Q This is a document that has been pre-
viously introduced and I ask you if you can identify the 
property in that photograph and in this one. 
A Yes, sir, that is it. 
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A Yes, sir, it certainly is. 
MR. PURCELL: For the record, Your 
Honor, Mr. Payne has indicated what ~as been 
known as the Little House or the cottage. 
MR. RICHMOND: He. is referring to 
Exhibits Three and Five on the last page. 
\ 
A The appeal was in the very precise 
84. 
and strong construction of the building and the art detai: 
that you don•t find in many places these days, and it rea::7 
turned my wife and I on to think ·that we could come up 
something like this. 
Q me&:-_-.. __ J_g This all took place at the first ~ 
I 
with the Wrights at what would ba~.e otherwise been a soc:~.: I 
visit only? 
A Oh, no, not at all. Their parents, 
Mrs. Wright's parents were _living in the home, and I jus: 
commented how beautiful it was and was not even invited 
at that time to take a look at the inside because it wa~ 
their suppertime, and they were there. It was just a c~~:al 
1 
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conversation about the attractiveness of the house on the 
2 lake. The interest came up later. The seed was planted. 
3 Our house was for sale, and we were looking, and the other 
4 interest developed later. 
5 Q Did there come a time again you met 
6 with the Wrights concerning this property? 
7 A Certainly. We discu~sed it in more 
' a detail at a later date and there was -- well, the conversatibn 
9 ran that if you bought the house, how much land would you 
10 want, and I said, "Well, you wouldn•t give me the amount 
n of property that I want," and Mr. Wright said, "Try me," 
, 12 so we walked out in the yard, and I said, "If I am going 
13 to live in the country, I have got to have my privacy," 
14 and we walked out, and there was a wrought iron garden rail 
15 where it came across the dam on across the road. We stood 
16 where I could take in the boundary of the greenhouse and 
17 just between the garden planting row and the greenhouse 
16 and ran to the property line and around and I asked who 
19 owned the woods and around the back side of the lake and 
20 encompassed that area. He had no idea about the acreage. 
i : 
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direct - Mr. Payne 
Q What was Mr. Wright's reaction to your 
2 proposal? 
3 I asked him what he would have to have 
4 for that piece of property, and he said that he didn't know. 
5 I told him at that time.tbat since we were friends I was 
6 not in a position to ever reach a point where I would hackle 
7 ,. with the price; that for him to tell me a !)rice, and if 
8 I could, I would see what I could do; if I couldn't, I would 
9 pass on it. I was not going to hackle with him. 
10 It was at a later date 




Q This, I gather, was the second in a 
13 series of meetings that you had. At this time, were there 
14 any other objections to this possible purchase by you? 
15 A Well, the h~use had a couple of --
16 it wasn't entirely what my wife and I had dreamed of. It 
17 didn't have a stairwell down into the basement. Mr. Wright 
18 ! 
r 




of the design, there was not enough windows in it to suit 
my wife. There was a beautiful lake there in front and 
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Mrs. Wright, they both assured us it could be architectural y 
designed to give us the windows that we needed, and also 
there was an access for a stairwell down into the basement, 
and all those objections could be answered as to the proper y. 
Q At this point in time, what, if anythi g, 
stood between you and the purchase of the property? 
A The sale of'my place. 
Q Had you discussed the purchase price? 
A Mr. Wright on another occasion 
Q (Interjecting) But at this point in 
time? 
A No, not at this point in time, no, sir. 
Q So the purchase price was still to 
be determined. Was there any other objection as to the 
condition of the property, the location or anything else 
you objected to? 
A I thought it was perfect. As a matter 
of fact, when I stipulated what I wanted, I never dreamed 
that it would come to a point where I would get a p~ice. 
I thought it would be so far out of my field that I couldn't 
touch it. 
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1 Q What was the purchase price that you 
2 had on your home in Orange County? 
3 A A hundred and five thousand doll~rs. 
4 Q You described two occasions duri~g 
5 which you discussed the possible purchase of this pro~erty. 
6 Was there a third visit yet to Clare-Mont Farm?· 
7 A Oh, yes. Before we'even got serious 
a about it, the Wrights had moved to Orange, Virginia, and 
9 that house was empty now because the parents had moved with 
10 them to Orange, and the second visit was the first time 
11 that we had been able to go inside the house and see the 
12 construction and see the layou~ and all the things that 
13 a person thinks about when contemplating purchasing a houst' 
14 was going through our minds, and it was real. I never dre:':l 
15 I could get in the country and still be close to my t:=I!lploym 
16 Q How far were you in Orange from your 
17 employment in terms of time? 
18 A An hour and forty minutes. 
19 Q Do you know the distance from this 
20 property to your job? 
21 A The exact mileage I don't recall, 
28 
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1 but I drove it. several times to compare, and it was between I 
r 
13 
fifty-five and fifty-seven minutes that I could make the 
distance from Washington National Airport to his property. 
11 
Q It would be about forty-five minutes 
16 less time? 
16 A Yes. 
I '7 Q At this third visit, did you discuss . '\, 
.8 any further details of the would-be purchase of the propert} 
9 with Mr. Wright? 
10 A It was exactly the third visit because 
11 we almost saw each other on a daily basis when I wasn't 
12 at work relating to aviation matters and discussing flying 
13 and that type of thing. As far as specifics, the third 
;14 encounter involved a knowledge of the price that he was 
I i15 asking for the property. 
116 Q What was that price? 
11? A A hundred and thirty thousand. 
• 18 Q What was your reaction to that price? 
II 19 A Well, I was hoping that our friendship 
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1 wife and I, and we decided that even though it was quite 
2 steep for. what· ·our ·budget could allow, it was certainly, 
3 in our minds, worth it. If our place was worth a hundred 
4 and fiv~, his place was worth a hundred and thirty, so we 
5 decided with the commuting difference and the heating cost 
6 for such a type of house, we could stretch the difference 
7 in payments, especially with a loan from the Federal .Land 
8 Bank. 
9 Q Did you consider yourself in line for 
1o proper financing if your hom~ sold? 
11 A Certainly. I have a large amount of 
12 equity in my property, and I knew that I would be able to 
13 come up with what I needed. 
14 Q So once you had reconciled the purchase 
15 price, the sale of your property alone remained between 
16 you and buying that property? 
17 A Yes, sir, that was all. 
16 Q Did you come to any understanding with 
19 Mr. Wright concerning this property, this· prospective purchase? 
20 A Yes, I told him that I knew that I 
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any money in hand. All I had would be the equity in my 
property, and I certainly would understand if he had an 
91. 
opportunity to sell the place in its entirety, but I would 
certainly buy the property that was described with the lines 
so drawn out if I could sell my pla~e, if it would move. 
At that time, the market was moving and things were happening. 
I really thought that it was a matter of a couple, three 
\ 
months before I would be able to say let's get on with it. 
Q Did you make any plans in regards to 
the possible acquisition of Clare-Mont or that property? 
A Well, of course, all the plans had 
to do with the furnishings and what could be done, drawing 
out on paper what could be done, putting in the stairwell, 
and all the things everybody does when they're thinking 
about buying property. As far as we were concerned, that 
was it. 
We stopped looking at 
other places and concentrated our interests on this new 
dream property. There was the lake and two swans on the 
lake, and to go out and sit on the dock and feed the swans 
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Q You say that you st0~ped looking else-
where? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did you continue to ~isit the property 
during the interim period waiting for tht' sale of your pro).."\.:· -'> 
A I was af~aid I would be a nuisance 
because I kept my airplane -- I couldn't ~et a hangar in 
Orange County, so it was at Shannon over in Fredericksburg. 
Q You ·are speaking of :\ private airplant? .. 
A A private aircraft, yes, sir; small, 
very small. Everytime that I would come to Shannon Airpor:. 
I would drive down and go through it, and I flew over it 
a few times, and I took pictures of it from the air from 
all angles, and just about every~ime th:l t I was in the are~.· 
I would make it a point to go out and l(.'<'k and walk around· 
I went out with a weed eater and cut th~ grass and thibgs 
like that. 
Q At this time, had Y'lU been introduced 
to any possible problems with the acces~ to this property? 
A No, sir. We had ~'"'e in and out, of 
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1 as to the poor condition of the roa~, and it had been a 
2 hard winter the winter before and Mr. Wright had hip proble~s 
3 and so forth, and he said the conditions and all had not 
4 been conducive to smoothing the road out. I bad a jeep, 
s but I also had a little Sorocco, and I was worried about 
6 being able to go back and ~o~th across that road. 
7 Q Now, the road that you are talking 
about, is that the road that has been discussed here as 
the Santee Park Road? 
10 A .Yes, sir. 
I 11 
Q· Were ·you aware of .. any other access 
I! 12 to this property~ 
1 13 A At this .. time,. n~,, sir. 
14 Q I understand you to say _that at this 
15 point in time you were not aware .. of any problems with the 
16 right-of-way? 
17 A None whatsoever. I thought it was 
18 neat because not only to drive to your property past an 
19 estate like the big house th~t the General ha~, I thought 
20 it was very impressive with such well-k~pt grounds and the 
21 road approaching was so nice, and I thought it was exquisit~. 
1 33 
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1 Having been in law enforcement before and having flown with 
2 the airlines, I was interested in security and interested 
3 in a place where you could go back and forth and that type 
4 of thing. , I thought, at last, we can be close to Washington, 
s D.C., and still have a place in th~ country. 
6 Q All right~ Did there come a time you 
7 were made aware by circumstances of a problem with the right-
" 
8 of-way? 
9 A I had asked about the sign. It looked 
10 very, if you will forgive me, I thought it was a very home-
11 built sign and didn't mean anything, but I asked about it, 
12 and I was assured that it was of no consequence. It didn't 
13 mean anything. I assumed, and it was probably a mistake 
14 on my part, that the house had been built, the fuel tanks 
1s were there full of gas and full of oi~, and I knew there 
16 wasn't anyway that could have been done without a truck 
11 going across the road. Since the sign had a date on it, 
18 it was an antique in my mind. 
19 Q Let me divert briefly now. Conce.rning 
20 the understanding, was there an understanding to sell as 
21 well as to buy between you and Mr. Wright under the conditicns 
which you have stated? 34 
I 
i: 
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I' direct - Mr. Payne 
1 A I am sorry? 
2 Q Did you and Mr. Wright come to a meeting 
,3 of the minds concerning this property? 
4 A Ye~, sir, I thought I had said that. 
5 
I 
Q You probably did. Now, getting back 
I 6 to the discussion concerning the right-of-way, do you know 
7 a family by the name of Brye? 
8 A Yes, sir, I did. 
9 Q How did you happen to come to know 
10 them? 
,11 A Well, since I was becoming increasing! 'i 
I 




somebody to live there since he was going in fo~ an operati~pn 
and not being able to get out there, and he wanted to know 
15 where he could find somebody, and I said that United Airlin• s 
16 was hiring a pilot, and they underwent an extensive backgro1nd 
17 research, and he would certainly be trustworthy and wouldn' 
18 forfeit that type of job in not taking care of the property· 
19 and that I didn't know any particulars, but I would relay 
20 it to the Flight Manager of United that if there was someonE 
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1 I did that under Mr. Wright's direction. I contacted the 
2 Flight Manager with United Airline~, and I gave him the 
3 particulars and Mr. Wright's phone number and so forth, 
4 and I went on my way. 
s It" was then that the 
6 F·light Manager and Mr. Wright became directly involved with 
7 each other, and Mr. Brye, a pilot with United, whom I did 
" 
a not know at this time, made an agreement to come live on 
9 the property. 
10 
11 MR. FRANKLIN: Your Honor, I would 
12 like to register a number of objections. One, 
13 it · has gotten into quite a bit of hearsay. 
14 It all appears to be very irrelevant. It is a 
15 very ~nteresting story, but it appears to be very 
16 irrelevant, and I don't know what it is about. 
17 I think the testimony 
18 should be limited to the issues in this case and 
19 not this gentleman's dreams and all of these thin~s. 
20 THE COURT: When are we going to get 
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I 
MR. PURCELL: Very ·shortly. 
97. 
THE COURT: Get to the point and stop 
leading the witness and ask questions that can 
be ·responsive. 
Q Now, Mr: Payn~, what is the relevancy 
" of Mr. Brye in regards to this property? 
A The relevancy is that it was his con-
frontation in having difficulty of getting his personal 
belongings to his property that threw a wall up as to my 
continued interest in the property. 
Q What were you made aware of in regards 
to this attempt to get into the property? 
MR. FRANKLIN: Objection, Your Honor. 
It is bound to be hearsay. 
MR. PURCELL: It is not at all, Your 
Honor. It is not offered for the truth or falsitr 
of it, but it is offered to measure his reaction 
to it. 
THE COURT: Wel~, even if we get to 
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MR. ·puRCELL: The reaction that l am 
looking fo~, Your Hono~,. would ~e relevant to 
the fact of his continued interest in the P~opert. 
t 
and what happened to that jnterest. 
THE COURT:~ All right, I will let you 
ask the questio~,. and let's move along with it. 
THE WITNESS: I n.m sorry, but you will 
\ 
have to read it back. 
Q Were you advised of anything conce•rnint 
u Mr. Brye' s attempt to move his furnishings into this P•·operr ,
1 
A 12 Ye~, sir. 
Q 13 Did that have to do with difficulty 
14 in doing so? 
15 A Ye~, sir. 
16 Q What was your r~~tion to that? 
17 A I had better lo<Jk into this furth•·r. 
18 Q What did you? 
19 A I inquired _about :t. I went back out 
20 there. I became very interested now :..::.: the sign, and 1 
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hostility between -- I had nevf~ met Mr. Castles so I can't 
say I saw the hostility, but w~~n I saw the mood. If there 
was going to be difficulty in :r:.~yway, if there was some 
question as to right-of-way, j~ was, at tha.t point, I becam~ 
aware of other rights-of-way, not p~ssable but were availab~e. 
Q Did this have any impact on your en-• 
thusiasm for the property? 
A Yes, sir. it was a turning point. It 
turned it all the way around. 
Q How was this? 
A Well, my job required that I be out 
of town a great deal, and my wife had to stay alone, and 
she was not intereste~, nor J, in a place where there was 
a question of right-of-way or· a questio·n of being able to 
come and go as we wanted to with whatever we wanted to for 
whatever needs. Not knowing what anybody would need, I 
wasn't prepared to put everything that I would ever work 
for into something that I couldn't get efiuipment into to 
repair or maintain it. 
Q What w~:.s the upshot of all of this? 
A I calJe~d up Mr. Wright and said that 
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1 I hoped it was not too much of a strain on our frie:ndship, 
2 but I was going to have to withdraw the offer to purchase 
3 his property~ 
4 
5 MR. PURCELL: Your witness. 
6 THE COURT: Will your cross examinatio~ 
7 be very long, Mr. Franklin? 
8 MR. FRANKLIN: I don't think so, Your 
9· Honor. 
10 THE COURT: We are going to recess 
11 after this. 
12 
13 CROSS EXAMINATION 
14 BY MR. FRANKL IN: 
15 Q Mr. Payne, did it ever occur to you 
16 to go to Mr. Castles and ask what this is all about; if 
17 I buy the place, what are the problems? 
18 A No, sir. 
19 Q You just jumped to the conclusion beca~se 
20 Mr. Brye had related to you there was a problem? 
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so let me give you a general answer. I had met Mr. Brye 
and his wif~, and with my wife ill and her having to be 
the one to pick where she would stay all the time and I 
would be part of the time, if Mr. Brye could not get along 
and he was having difficulty there, there was no way I wasn't 
going to because he seemed to be of a more gentle nature 
7 than I am. 
8 Q Did he tell you that while he was away 
I 9 
from home that Mrs. Castles had gone down and helped his 
1'·:10 wife while $he was ill? . He told you other things, but did 
11 he tell you about that incident? 
12 
I 13 MR. PURCELL: Objection, Your Honor. 
I· 14 
I 
There has been nothing in evidence to show there 
15 was even a conversation between Mr. Brye and 
16 Mr. Payne. 
I 17 MR. FRANKLIN: Wel~, he sounds like 
18 he is trying to tell us what Mr. Brye told him. 
19 THE COURT: I will let it in. 
20 
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where Mr. and Mrs. Castles had been down there to the Bryes' 
home to help out? 
A I think they did, yes, sir. 
Q If it had turned out that Mr. and Mrs.· 
5 Castles were perfectly willing to have you go in and out 
s of that road with o·il trucks aqd whatever you needed in 
7 your house, would that have changed your view? 
8 A Befqre you can understand my view, 
9 you need a little background. I am not going to belabor 
10 it, but where I live now is. on top of a mountain. where I 
11 have two acres in the middl~ of a five-hundred acre peach 
12 orchard, and the owner of the peach orchard, I have to croso> 
13 his property to get to it. On one occasion while I was 
14 out of town, this man who owned the peach orchard accosted 
15 my wife, and I came home from work and she was crying, and 
16 we have since gotten it straightened out, but it left a 
17 bad taste in regards to our neighbors. 
18 We 11, our neighbors are 
19 the most important thing to my wife. She bas to fee] like 
20 if she is going to live in the country, the neighbors have 
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Q How did you know they wouldn't be close 
friends? 
A I don't have to find out. I don't 
have to justify a decision not to buy a place. 
Q I am not asking you to justify a decision. 
I am asking the questions. Are you trying to tell the Court 
that you dido '·t buy this place because of some sort of 
hostility? 
A I didn't say that at all. I didn't 
buy the place because there was a question of right-of-way. 
Q What was the question? 
A That the heavy trucks could not pass 
on the road. I thought it would be a free road. 
Q Who told you that? 
A The sign. At first, I thought there 
was no validity to the sign. 
Q You had seen the sign all along and 
you didn't take it seriously? 
A That is correc~, but all of a sudden 
it was time to take it serious. 
Q And instead of inquiring into it, 
FRANCES K. HALEY & ASSOCIATES 
Court Reporters 
'1311 Princess Anne Street 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
Office: 371-5258 
cross - Mr. Payne 
104. 
1 you just jumped to conclusions and gave :up the purchase, 
2 is that right? 
3 A. I didn't jump to .any .conclusion. 
4 Q Well, you didn't go and see Mr. and 
s Mrs. Castles? 
6 A If a fellbw pilot is stopped moving 
7 furniture into a place, I could see no r~ason for me to 
a think that I could come and go as I wanted at anytime that 
9 I wanted with anything that I wanted. 
10 
11 MR. FRANKLIN: I don't have any further 
12 questions. 
13 THE COURT: Redirect? 
14 MR. RICHMOND: No, Your Honor. 
15 THE COURT: May Mr. p·ayne be excused? 
16 MR. PURCELL: I am afraid Mr. Payne 
17 is riding with me, Your Honor. 
18 
19 -----------.----~------------
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105. 
THE COURT: We will recess for lunch. 
Let's see. I guess we need an hour, don't we, 
Sheriff? 
THE SHERIFF: Yes, we do. 
THE COURT: We will start again at 
quarter after two. 
NOTE: A !urich recess was 
taken at this time. 
GAIL ·c. PADGETT, a witness, 
being called for examination by Counsel for the 
Complainant, first being duly sworn, testified 
as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY l.ffi. RICHMOND: 
Q Ms. Padgett, would you state your name 
for the record, please? 
A Gail C. Padgett. 
1 
FRANCES K. HALEY & ASSOCIATES 
Courr Rcpom:rs 
1311 Princess Anne Srrccr 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
Office: 3il-525S 
direct - Ms. Padgett 
Q Where do you live, Ms. Padgett? 
106. 
2 A Battlefield Estates in Spotsylvania. 
3 Q In where? 
4 A Spotsylvania. 
5 Q What is your o~cupation? 
6 A I am a real estate agent with Blue 
7 Ridge Realty. 
Q s Where is Blue Ridge Realty located? 
A g They are located in Stafford County. 
Q 10 How long have you been with Blue Ridge 
11 Realty? 
12 A A little bit over three years. 
13 Q Will you tell us your first contact 
14 with Mr. Wright and Clare-Mont Farm? 
15 A I had talked to the Stevens Company 
16· in Charlottesville, and they sent me a brochure on several 
17 of their farm properties, and I had made arrangements to 
1s show Clare-Mont and talked extens·ively with Mr. Stumpf, 
19 who was the listing agent. 
•20 Q With who? 
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me aware· of the problems with the right-of-w·ay before I 
showed my clients the property. 
Q Approximately when did this occur, 
what time frame we are in? 
A It was last summer. It was just about 
in August. I do not believe ~e actually saw the property 
until probably the end of September. As I said, Mr. Stumpf 
had made me aware of the problem with the right-of-way before 
we went to see the property. 
Q You said we went to see the property. 
Who is we? 
A Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lunceford. 
Q They were clients of yours? 
A Yes. 
Q And you showed them the property? 
A Y~s, I did. 
Q Did you succeed in getting an offer 
from them? 
A Yes. 
Q Can you identify this and tell me if 
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A Yes, it is. 
108. 
THE ·couRT: Has Mr. Franklin seen that 
MR. FRANKLIN: Yes, no objection. 
THE COURT: That will be number fiftee 
NOTE: The above referred to 
real estate agreement is now being marked and fil d 
by the Court as Complainant's Exhibit ·Fifteen. 
Q Was that offe~ accepted, Ms. Padgett? 
A No, sir, it wasn't. 
Q In connection with your meeting with 
Mr. and Mrs. Lunceford, did you and the Luncefords ever 
.have occasion to meet with Mr. Castles? 
A Yes, we did. 
Q When did that occur, before or after 
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Castles and his wife and see what the problem was and if 
109. 
it could be resolved because in that situation you really 
have to be neighbors. You couldn't have hostility going 
back and forth. 
Q Tell the Court what happened at this 
meeting with Mr. Castles. This meeting occurred before 
they submitted the offer, as I understand it? 
A Yes. 
Q Tell the Court what happened. 
A We all met at Santee and Mr. Castles', 
and it was social, small talk at first, and then we discussEd 
the right-of-way problem, and Mr. Castles stated that he 
would basically work with Mr. Lunceford and that they shoul(~ 
not have any problem using the right-of-way for anything 
they might want to do. They both discussed maintenance 
of the road and helping Mr. Castles keep up the portion 
of the road also from 610, not just the Park Road, and I 
think they both seemed to feel that they could work with 
each other and make it a workable arrangement. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. FRANKLIN: 
Q Now, Ms. Padgett, the road problem 
4 turned out to be a minor problem? 
110 
5 A No because there was no assurance actuh.lly 
6 that if the Luncefords purchased the property that when 
7 they went to sell it this restriction would not surface 
a again and hurt the marketability of the property from their 
9 standpoint. 
10 Q But as far as the use of the road was 
11 concerned, was Mr. Lunceford satisfied with the information 
12 he got from Mr. and Mrs. Castles? 
13 A He thought that they could certainly 
14 work out any differences if both of them worked together 
15 to maintain it, and he did not feel that Mr. Castles would 
16 restrict his use of the road as far as moving vans or fuel 
11 trucks or any normal type of operation. 
18 
19 MR. FRANKLIN: I have no further quest1ons. 
20 MR. RICHMOND: No further questions. 
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direct - Mr. Alland 
MR. RICHMOND: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: You are excused, young lad~. 
-----------------------------
~ WITNESS STOOD ASIDE 
MR. RICHMOND: Mr. Schuyler Alland. 
\ 
J. SCHUYLER ALLAND, a witness~ 
being called for examination by Counsel for the 
Complainant, first being duly sworn, testified 
as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. RICHMOND: 
Q State your name, please, sir. 
A J. Schuyler Alland. 
Q And where do you reside, Mr. Alland? 
A Charlottesville. 
Q And what is your occupation? 
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111. 
MR. RICHMOND: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: You are excused, young lad • 
-----------------------------
~ WITNESS STOOD ASIDE 
MR. RICHMOND: Mr. Schuyler Alland. 
J. SCHUYLER .ALLAND, a witness 
being called for examination by Counsel.for the 
Complainan~, first being duly swor~, testified 
as follows: 
14 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
15 BY MR. RICHMOND: 
16 Q State your name, please, sir. 
17 A J. Schuyler Alland. 
18 Q And where do you reside, Mr. Alland? 
19 A Charlottesville. 
20 Q And what is your occupation? 
21 A I am an associate salesman with Steven 
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Q How long have you been with that firm? 
A Two years and two months. 
Q Mr. Alland, did you have any connectioa 
with the sale of Clare-Mont Farm which is involved in this 
case? 
A Yes. 
Q Would you tell us how -- I suppose 
you heard about it through Mr. Stevens, is that right? 
A Yes. 
Q Did you have ·a client interested in 
the property? 
A I did. 
Q Will you tell the Court when you first 
visited the property and what you did, who the clients were 
and so on? 
A I was contacted sometime in the first 
half of March, 1980, by Doctor David Frankle of· Coral GableB, 
Florida, answering the ad we had run on Clare~Mont, after 
which, I sent a brochure, and he called back'interested 
and wanted to see the property. We arranged to meet on 
March 23, at which time, he flew in from New York, and I 
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Q Excuse me, March 23 of what year? 
A 1980. The previous day, March 22, 
I went to see· Clare-Mont for the first time. I had not 
113. 
been on the property before that. I showed the property 
the next day to Doctor Frankle and'his attorney. On March 
30, I showed the property again to Doc~or Frankle and the 
members of his family, including his sister and wife and 
two sons •. On March 31, I got an offer from Doctor Frankie 
and presented it to Mr. Wright. 
Q What was the amount of the offer? 
A Two hu~dred and forty thousand dollars~ 
Q Was the offer accepted? 
A No. 
Q Do you have a written offer in your 
1s possession? 
16 A No. 
17 Q What became of the written offer? 
18 A All copies were returned to Doctor 
19 Frankie at his request. 
20 Q In connection with the submission of 
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A Yes, sir. 
Q Was this before or after the submissio~ 
of the offer? 
A Before. 
Q Do you recall~what date that was that 
you went to see Mr. Castles?., 
A Yes, it was March 30; Sunday, March 30 
.. 
Q Who was present when you went to see 
Mr. Castles? 
A Well, Mr. Castles and his wife, Doctor 
Frankle and his wife, his attorney, Doctor Frankie's two 
sons, and myself. 
Q And what was the nature of the discussjon 
that took place? 
A We discussed a numbe~ of characteristics 
of the property, finally getting to the right-of-way issue 
which, when I arranged the meeting with Mr. Castles, I explained 
was a pertinent issue. 
Q When had you arranged this meeting? 
A Sometime during the week before. I 
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115. 
Q What caused you to arrange this meetin~? 
A It was at Doctor Frankle's request. 
Q Do you know why he requested that? 
A Yes, because he saw the sign posted 
s on the tree at the entrance to Santee Park and Clare-Mont 
\, 
6 and wanted to meet with Mr. Castles to discuss what the 
7 sign meant and what the implications were and what we might 
a come to expect. 
9 
10 MR. FRANKLIN: I· can't hear the witnesf, 
11 Your Honor. 
12 THE COURT: Speak up, Mr. Alland. 
13 
14 A Doctor Frankle requested to meet with 
15 Mr. Castles to discuss the sign and the ramifications, and 
16 he also thought it might be a good jesture to meet with 
11 the prospective neighbors before making a firm offer on 
18 the property. 
19 Q What was the date of the discussion 
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A. On the right-of-way in question from 
610 to Clare-Mont, Mr. Castles seemed to be agreeable to 
letting the road be used for any normal purposes, including 
fuel deliveries, moving. van deliveries, repair trucks, et 
cetera. He, as I recall, noted th~t the restrictions mainlv 
applied, as be saw it, to construction equipment, equipment 
which would move across the road to buitd additional buildipgs 
on the property, but he saw no reason that any normal use 
that the resident would have, besides new construction or 
major alterations of the property, which couldn't be allowea. 
Q Do you mean to say that be wasn't goin~ 
to allow new construction equipment or alterations? 
A No, I don't mean to say that because 
he didn't precisely state that he would not allow it. 
Q You said he implied that by saying 
normal use, is that what he said? I am just trying to get 
clear on what he wanted. 
A Yes, that is fair. That is what I 
inferred and that is what Doctor Frankie inferred. 
Q You inferred that he did not want con-
struction equipment? 
1 
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A Right. The other right-of-way which 
2 was discussed there was there were two elements there, the 
a Quarters Road and the road to Route lJ, and I just don•t 
4 recall what we discussed concerning those two. 
5 
6 MR. RIC~OND: Thank you. 
7 THE COURT: Mr. Franklin. 
8 MR. FRANKLIN: I don't have any questicns 
9 THE COURT: Mr. Alland, you may be 
10 excused, sir. 
11 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
12 
13 
14 WITNESS STOOD ASIDE 
15 























VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF CAROLINE COUNTY 
RICHARD B. WRIGHT, JR. 
Complainant 
vs •. FINAL DECREE 
JOHt~ G. CASTLES 
Respondent 
8/11/81 • 11. ... y-v~ 
This cause came on· ~ to be heard upon complain-
ant's bill and respondent's answer theretoi upon respondent's. 
crossbill and complaintant's anser thereto;· upon the evidence of 
"" . , 
j the complainant heard ~ tenus·; upon the motion of the respon-
u 
,. 






under advisement by the Court pe~Qing presentation of the respon-
dent's evidence: and upon stipulation of counsel for complainant 
and counsel for respondent ~o be embodied in a final decree of 
the Court as hereinafter set forth; 
The Court doth. accordingly ·DECREE as follows: 
(1) That the words "heavy hauling" used in the deed 
dated December 16, 1901, recorded in the Clerk's Office of this· 
. i 
Court in Deed Book 72, page 159, shall exclude transportation 
over the Santee Park Road by complainant and his successors in 
title incidental to residential, agricultural or equestrian uses, 
and the respondent and his. su~cessors in title are pennanently 
enjoined from interfering ~1ith compla-inant's use of· said Santee 
Park Road for such transportation; 
I 
I I . 
(2) Complainant and his successors in title and respon-. 
dent and his successors in title arc hereby ORDERED to share 
equally the cost of maintenance of the joint access road to 
"Santee" and Clar~ Mont Farm fro~ Route 610 to the south end of 
santee Park Road to a standard equal to its present condition for 
so long as complainant and h~s-~uccessors in title and respondent 
and his successors .in title are using said road; and should 
additional tracts of land succeed to or establish the r~ght to 
use said road, the owners of each tract of land using said road 
I~ shall pay a share in the costs of maintenance thereof equal to 







· (3) It is further ORDERED that gates may be used by 
compla~nant and respondent and their successors in title in 
addition to ·cattle guards at the south .and north ends of Santee 
Park only 
, 
under conditions rendering said cattle guards inoperable 
It is further ORDERED that the Clerk of this·court shall 
• t 
spread a copy of this decree in the deed books of this Court in-
\.,_ 0 
dexed in the name of the complainant and in the name o..f.. the 
respondent, and this cause is ORDERED stricken from the docket. 
WE ASK FOR THIS: 
s/ Richard H. c. Taylor 
Judge 
··-·-····-·------
A COPY TE~TE· 
R. S. CAMPBELL, CLERK 
RV 
VIRGINIA: 
n~ l1IE CIRCUIT COUin' OF CAROLINE COUN'IY 
RIQJARD B. l-JRIQfl', JR. , 
vs. 
JOHN G. CAStlF..S 
and · 





John G. Castles and Dorothy R~ Castles. jointly and severally, 
, 
now cane and answer the li;>tion for Judgnlent filed against them by Richard 
B. Wright, Jr. and say as .follows: 
1. They admit the allegation.c; contained in paragraph (1) of 
the Notion for Judwnent but further answer and say that in addition to the 
two rights of way described in that paranraph there was also created or 
there already existed a third right of way fpr Clare Hont leading to 
Route //17. 
2. ~hey deny the allct~ation l:untaincd in paragraph (2) of the 
l'btion for Judwnent. 
3. They d~y every allegatiat contained in paragraph (3) of the 
Hotion for Judgment but do acbit that a sign was placed at the entrance 
to the Santee Park Road on Route ii~~O reminding persons using that road 
of the restrictive covenants govcming the_ use of that road. 
4. '11ley deny every allegntion contained in paragraph (it) of 
the ~tion for JudgJrent. 
5. They deny the allegations contained in paragraph (5) of the 
t-ntion for Judgrrent. 
61 
I 
the Plaintiff's evidence in rcgRrd to any m::metar.y or pecuniary 
. 
damages for which the de~endant, John G. Castles, might be lial?le 
and that this issue should not be again heard by the Court. 
(b) That as a result of the pravious suit-filed b~ the Plaintiff 
against Jolm G. Castles in the Circuit Court of Caroline County, 
Virginia, the Plaintiff, Richard B. Wrip)lt, Jr. , and the 
Defendant, John G. Castles, entered into a full, final and 
complete satisfaction of·all of the cla~ of the Plaintiff,· Wright 
against the.Defendant, Castles; that the Defendant, Castles, 
mtered into that agreed s tipulatio~ settling that suit in good 
faith ~th the underst~ding that it was a full and final 
settlement of all disputes between them : that the agreed stipulate 
settlement was binding on the Plaintiff, Wright, and that, 
therefore, be' camot maintairl this action; that said agreed 
.. 
settlement constituted a full, final and complete accord and 
satisfaction of Plaintiff's claims against the Defendant, Jolm 
G. Castles. 
, 
" ~RE. these Defendants deny that ·the)' are indebted to the 
Plaintiff in any arrount whatsoever and that the Plaintiff may not maintain 
; I this suit for the reasons set forth above and they therefore nove the Court 
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6. They deny the a~legation·cont~ined in paragraph (6) of the 
~btion for Judg~ro!lt \~herein -Plaintiff alleges it was necessary for him to 
institute a suit to enjoin the defendant, John G. Castles, from maintaining 
the aforesaid sil11 and fran otherwise interfering tdth Plaintiff's use of 
. ' . 
Santee Park Road; they admit the allegation contained in this paragraph 
. . 
(6) iri regard to the entry of the decree referred to but affirmatively allege 
that this allegation is couched in misleading language, that the Plaintiff 
knows that the decree in question was the result of a friendly ·discussion 
and efforts to settle that case, that the language "permanently enjoined" was 
not.a part of the agreed stipulation read into the record by Plaintiff's 
counsel but was include_d in the ~'final decree .. ' as drafted by Plaintiff's 
counsel and was not, as inferred by Plaintiff,· the decision or ruling of the 
' C0urt after hearing the evidence presented on belialf of both parties to that 
. . ,. 
suit. 
7. They deny the allegations 6xltained in paragraph (7) of·. the 
Motion for Judwnent. 
8. They neither admit nor deny the allegations contained in 
parngraph (8) of the MOtion for Judgment but call on Plaintiff for strict 
proof thereof and further say that if Plaintiff paid such_ fees they were 
. . 
his responsibility and not the responsibility of either of these defendants. 
9. They deny the allegations contained in paragraph (9) and (10) 
of the Motion for Judgment. 
10. By way of further defense to the Mltion for Judwnent, these 
Defendants say that the Plaintiff may not maintain this action againse them 
becau.c;e in a Chancery suit heJ;etofore filed by the Plaintiff against the 
DefendClilt, John G. Castles, in the Circt.d~ Court of Caroline County 
(a) This Court heard and adjudicated the same issues ~1ich are 
now before the Court in this suit; that in that case the Court, 













I hereby ccrt:ify that a ~rue copy of the above 1:-nswcr was mailed 
to Joseph W. Richmond, Esquire, Richm:md and Fishburne, P.. 0. Box 551, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22902. counsel of record for the Plaintiff, this 
l_.;,:;(" day of July, 1982. ) . . 
i ; / ,/ /', /' 
. . .• , ~, ,. .. 
• • ~ : 0,- . ~· , ~. • ~~~ • .• 
• , ,•, I '' . • ......... t 
HatilJ" B. F. Friitikiin 
VIRGINIA: 
n~ niE CIRa.JIT COURl' OF CAROLINE COUNI'Y 
RIQIARD B. WRIGltr, JR., 
vs. 
JOHN G. CASTLES 
and 
OORCJIHY R. CASTLES, 
P.laintiff, 
Defendants. 
PLEA OF RES JUDICATA 
The Defendants, John G. Castles and Dorothy R. Castles , by 
I 
counsel, for their plea to the Motion for Judgment filed against them 
herein, now cane and say, jointly and· 'severally, that the Plaintiff may not 
maintain this action against them because in a Chancery proceeding 
heretofore initiated and conducted in the Circuit Court of Caroline.County, 
Virginia, wherein the Plaintiff. herein, Richard B. \tlright, Jr. , was the 
~lainant, and one of the Defendants herein, John G. Castles, was the 
respondent, the Court adjudicated ~he SBlll:! issues which are now presented 
by the Plaintiff's Motion for JudrJOOI1t, ·to-wit: 
1. Richard. B. Wright, Jr. ·, canplainant in the fonrer case and 
Plaintiff herein, but hereinafter referred to as Plaintiff, on Det:ember 11, 
1980, filed a Bill ot Canplaint Pt the Circuit Court of Caroline County, 
Virginia, against John G. Castles, respondent in that case and one of the 
Defendants herein, but hereinafter referred to as Defendant, p~ay~ng for 
certain injunctive relief and "such other and further relief in the. premises 
as the nature of the case may require or to equity may seem meet''. 
2. Prior to the trial of the case Plaintiff, by counsel, refu~ecl 




3. The prior case was heard on August 11, 1981, by the Honorable 
I: Richard n. c. Taylor. Judge, without a jury. 
I I 
4. A part of the evidence presented by Plaintiff was testimony 
in regard to the lTeezing of water pipes in Plaintiff's house allegedly 
caused by Defendant's refusal to allow a fuel truck access to the residence, 
testiDDny in regard to the offer of Dr. David Frankle to purchase Clare 
1-tmt for $245,000.00, the withdrawal of the offer of William A. Payne, 
Jr. to purchase a part of Clare Mont and other testimony Which ~ght have 
supported an award of m:metary damages against · the Defendant. 
5. Not only because o~ the nature of the Plaintiff's pleadings 
, 
but because of Plaintiff's demand for monetary damages before being willing 
to try to reach a carpranise settlerrent, Defendant was present in Court 
prepared to defend Plaintiff's claims for mmetary damages. 
6. In that prior case the Court could have awarded m:metary 
damages to the Plaintiff had the evidence supported such a finding. 
7. At the conclusion of the presentation by Plaintiff of his 
case, Defendant ntwed the Court to strike the Plaintiff's evidence in so far 
as it related to the awarding of monetary damages on the ground that the 
evidence presented by the Plaintiff in support of the awarding of mmetary 
damages was insufficient to support such an award. 
8. The Court, without objection of the Plaintiff, sustained 
Defendant's m::>tion to strike. 
9. The ruling of the Court, not having been appealed by the 
Plaintiff, was a final adjudication of Plaintiff's ciaim against Defendant 
for monetary damages. 
10. Defendant, in reliance upon the finality of the Court's ruling 
I , on the question of IIDiletary damages, t:hen entered into an agreed settlement 
ks of Plaintiff's claims, making certain concessions that he otherwise ~ld 




11. That the conduct of Plaintiff and Plaintiff • s counsel, as 
well as the other circunst~ces surro~ding the settlement agreed upon by 
Plaintiff and Defendant were such as to lead Defendant to believe and rely 
on the· fact that the. settlement ~.a full and final settlement of all 
disputes between Plaintiff· and Defendant in regard to the use of the 
Santee Park Road. 
That all of the above is shown in the transcript of the proceedings 
in the prior case and the final Decree entered by the Court therein, copies 
•· 
of which are attached t? and made a part. of this plea. 
That by reason of the above the Plaintiff is now barred frc:m 
bringing this action against the Defendant, John G. Castles, and that by 
. ~ 
reason of the above and by reason of the relationship between the defendant, 
John G. Castles, and the defendant, Dorot-hy .R. Castles, the Plaintiff is 
now barred from bringing this action against the defendant, Dorothy R. Castle . 
\oiiEREFORE, the Defendants say that the matters in issue in 
'this suit have already been adjudicated or could have been adjudicated in 
\ 
the prior suit and this action should be dismissed. 
FRANKLIN, WilLIAMS & 00\.zAN 
321 William Street . 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
CERI'IF ICATE 
JOI IN G. CASTLES 
OOROih~ R. ~...ES . 
I , . · (·',. I I ·. /.., / , 
. . . t ,"/:,/,, .. f.· By . t . .•. l.:l I ·i tl• • '•" 
.? . Of €otmsel 
. . 
I hereby certify tha~ on this <J-""1 day of .July, 1982, I 
mailed a true copy of the above Plea of Res Judicata to Joseph W. 
Riclmmd, Esquire, Richm:md and Fishburne, P. 0. Box 551, Charlottesville, 
Virginia 22902, 
i . ,· 
counsel of record for the Plaintiff .. ' 1:.. . ~~ 
' I ·//!•(*" . / 
' i • I lf. :: . l,t 
. '·· · I · · ~ . k ··!. ··"·'- ~~ 
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·.· ... 'JU'PEARANCES 
MATTHEW B •. MURRAY, ESQ• of t:.= =l. rm of 
Richmond & Fishburne, on behe.:: of the 
plaint! ff •. 
.~BPFERY ALLEN TElf 1 ESQ. 1 of· 't!:! firm ·Of 
Tew, Spittler, Berger & Blues~in, on behalf 
of ·Harry B. F. Franklin. counse: for defendant. 
, . 
I N DE X 
-----
Witness Direct 
Dr. David F. Frankel 3 













MR. MURRAY: These depositions are being taken 
2 pursuant to notice 9iven, and. are to be used for all 
3 purposes allowed under the rules of the Supreme Court 
4 of Virginia. ~d to be read De Bene Esse in the trial of 
s this· matter which is yet to be- sched·uled. · 
6 ·All objections should be stated at this time or at 
7 the time that they are raised. 
8 That·is all I have. 
9 Thereupon: 
10 DR. DAVID .,. FRANKEL 
11 was called as a witness by the plaintiff, and having been 
12 first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
13 DIRECT EXA~1INATION 
14 BY MR. MURRAY : 
15 ~lould you state your name? 
16 Dr. David F. Franke 1. 
17 }ond what is your occupation? 
18 I am presently with a cosmetics company and I am 
19 president of a real estate company and president· of the 
20 medical association. 
21 Q. Do you have a medical practice? 
22 A. I have a medical practice in Coral Gables, Florida. 
23 What is your home address? 
24 A. 14 0 Solano Prado,. Coral Gables, Florida 33156. 
25 Is that more than 100 miles from Vi rqini a? 
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~ What is your age? 
3 
A. I am 41 years old. 
4 
0. Did there come a ti r.e in 19 8 0 when you e xp res s e d an 
s 1 interest in some property in ~aroline County, Virginia known 
6 ·as Clairmont Farm? 
1 Yes. 







I had noticed in a t'ublication that is available at 
.. .. 
newsstands aa&d also was avail~~le ir~ the mac;azine rack on an 
airplane, various properties a.."'ld estates in this country and, 
\ 
I be lie ve, abroad too. I don't. remen-ber the n ane of the 
13 publication, it is well known. There were some farms that 
14 were advertised by Stevens en~ Company and I wrote to them· 
IS and they responded on those £.arms and ·sent me several other 
16 listings. I arranged to meet with one of their brokers, 
17 I· Mr. Schuyler Alland, in vir;i:-.ia, to see some of these 
18 properties. One such proper~!' was Clairmont Farm. 
Do you recall the eJte of that visit to Clairmont 
20 Farm? 
21 A. It was sometime t~1rds the latter part of March. 
22 ! 
23 I 








0. Of 1980? 
Of 1980. 
On the first occasi:!l that you visited the farm 
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'ilere you accompanied by anyone other than 1-lr. Alland? 
A. On the first occasion I was with Mr. Lilienthal, n:y 
attorney. 
0.. _Did y~u inspect the property at that time? 
A I di·d •. 
o.· Were you interested in purchasing the property? 
A. I was considering purchase at that time, among other 
p rope rti es • 
0. Did you have occasion to .. observe a sign posted near 
the entrance to the property? , 
A. I did. 
0. Do you recall its import? 
A.· I don't remember the words exactly, but it was 
something to the effect of "Heavy Hauling Not Being Per~tted", 
over this road where the sign was posted and that no vehicles 
bigger than a pick-up truck would be allowed. It referred to 
some cede or statute book or de.ed book or something of that 
nature. 
Q. Did you ·return to see this property on a second 
occasion? 
A. I d.i d. }.bout a week later. 
Q. With whom? 
A. With my wife, I believe, children.· I don 1 t recall. 
Yes, they were there too and my sister. Without the attorney. 
0. On that occasion did you have a conversation with 
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then Gen. John Castles? 
A I did, at my request, to clear up the matter of 
!egress and entrance to the property I was looking at and I 
!,:asked if we could speak to Dr. ·Castles and he did arrange an 
,appointment and, I believe, myself, my wife were present, at 
,least. . . r· .. :: ..... _ 
I: Where did the 'conversation take place? 
I On his back veranda overlooking the road. 
Can you tell us what you said and what Gen. Castles 
.. 
10 '·said? 
11 A. ~ie introduced ourselves and I said I was interested 
... 
12 in purchasing the property and I would like to meet him and 
13 what exactly did that sign mean, did that mean that we 
14 . couldn't qet fuel oil, for instance. I asked that particular 
15 lr question, could we not get fuel oil. He said theoretically 
16 l1 we were p rohibi ted from driving a truck o,f that size over 
II 
11 i the road. But, in fact, he never en forced that. I asked 
I 
18 I him--we were interested in having a swimming pool built and 
19 I there is a question of construction that was raised and 
20 again he said that under the law of the conditions of the 
,, 
I 





easement he could forbid us to drive the equipment over his 
property as \"Tell. 
Q. Was there--
A. Again, I think he stated that he had never enforced 
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Q. Was his wife present during tlie conversation? 
A. .She was there, in and around the ..,_house. She may 
have not been s·ittinq there but she was around • 
. g. ... : :.oi~ you ,submit an offer to purchase the property 
dated April s, 1980? 
A.. I did .. submit an offer to purchase it, probably 
around that- date •. · -
By whom was t.he offer signed on behalf of you and 
l9 your wife? 
;o By nrt attorney, Phillip Lilienthal. 
' 
0. At the time you submitted the offer were you ready, 
.2 willing and able to close pursuant to the ter~r~ of the offe·r? 
:3 A. · Absolutely. 
:4 Iet me hand you what the reporter will mark. as 
15 Plaintiff's Exhibit No •. 1 to this deposition, and ask you if 
16 that is a copy of your offer that you submitted? 
17 A. I believe so. 
18 I would like to direct your attention to Special 
19 Condition No. 12 and ask you why that condition was put in 






MR.. TEW: !'fote my objection. ~e document speaks 
for itself. 
BY MR. MURRAY: 
Q. l\nd I ask you_ why that particular condition -:~as put 
on that? 
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A. Because of the--at that time cur uncertainty of the 
fonditions of right of way or easement to the property ''~e 
were maki·ri·g. an offer on. ~ie felt that we had 'certain protec-
r· 
tioris '-~an·d ··out·s ~ so should it turn out later there was 
, r some 
~ght ~of'·way·:dispUte ·wni.ch could enjoin us from ezij0ying our 
~rophe:i:-ty ~' ::th-~t· we would be able to have some remedy;~ 
I 
I 
The gross price of your offer was $240. 1 000 1 is that 
i • • 
~orrect? 
A. $ 24 5, ooo. 
Was the qross purchase price s ub:mi tte d less than 
a 
1,1~he ask~ng price? 
I 
I " A. Yes. t ·think they were asking $3 25 1 000, is my 





0. Was the amount of your offer effected in any way 
~tY the easement problems that were apparent? 
MR. TEW: I object to the form of the question. 
i Leading. 
I 
~ ~ MR. MURRAY : 
0. Let me rephrase the question. Can you advise us 
I : 
what, if anything, effected the amount of the offer that you i 
~ \l1b mit te d? 
I 
I 
A. I was lead to believe that the value of the propert~ 
''CflS sorne\'that less than the asking price, by other properties 
! 
:: !:had seen in the area. I am in the real estate business as 
I 
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of relative worth and I had seen by tliis time probably 15 or 
20 farms. I was also affected by the potential problems that 
existed over--now, I am._remined of two conditions of question 
of ri~~t o~.way, .that·beinq one of them, and I felt -it would 
entail research 1 hold-UpS 1 legal expenseS and general baSS les 
that I thouqht_.should be reflected in-_ a lower _purchase price. 
0. Was the- off4?lr da~ed ltpri l 8, 1980 accepted by the 
seller? 
A. No. 
0. Did you -receive a counter-offer to that offer? 
I 
Q. Let tr.e hand you-what I. will have the reporter mark 
as Deposition Exhibit No. 2 .and ask you if that: document 
dated ~.pril 10 is the counter-offer that- you ~cei:ve~?. 
A. I believe it is. 
0. Did you accept the counter-offer? 
A. :No, I did not. 
(The documents referred to were thereupon marked 
9 
np lain tiff's Exhibits No. 1 and 2 for I den ti fi catior , " 
and a copy of which is attached hereto.} 
BY l-1R. MURRAY : 
0. Can you tell ~s your reasons for not accepting it? 
A. The terms of the payment were different. The 
interest rate was different, higher. The gross amount -,,as 
higher. The terms of the payment of the sales price was less 
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.:favorable and then he had orr:itted SOJTie equip:rr-ent and, I think 
1 
!:he swans or something. 
i 
But at any rate 1 I may have also changed conditions 
I 
tregardinq the ri qh t of way. 
I 
, M·R •. TEt4: Let me move to strike the last portion of 
the doctor•.s answer as to what might have been done. 
'!'he counter-offer will speak .fer itself. 
~ ~ MR. MURRAY; 
. I 
Let me direct your atten!ion, Doctor, to the second 
~aragraph of paragraph null'.ber--Special Condition No. 10 of 
I 
It he first offer 1 and ask you to compare that to the Special 
I 
~ pn di tion " No. 10 of the second offer. I 
I 
I 
I A. There was an. escrow and a reduction in price 
I • ~pcompanying.my offer by reason of the fact that I would have 
I 
~o litigate the easement or whatever. I ·think. it was 20/40. 
~~re, just gives me a hUn.dred and twenty days to use litiga-
' 
~ion and if ·I have not ·succeeded I .could qet a retum on my 
I 
~~posit with interest. 
0 Did that· change in Special Condition No. 10 affect 
' I 
~r~ur decision not to accept t.he counter-offer? 
A. It was a factor. 
Did you have any other conversations with C~n. 








Q. Did you have any other conversations with 
77 l 
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~----------------------------------------------~11 
Gen. Castles other than the one you hal/e related? 
2 A. No, I did not. 
3 That is all the questi.ons I have. 
4 CROSS. EXAMINATION 
5 BY l-1R. TEW : 
6 ·0. Doctor, you have indicated that your first visit 
7 to see the property occurred in the company of a 
8 ~ir. Lilienthal. 
9 Correct. 
10 And he ~ras your lawyer? 
11 Lawyer and .friend. 
12 What is his current address? 
13 His office address? 
14 o.· Yes. 
IS I will qet that information for you. 
16 Can you recall the approximate time between the 
17 first visit with Mr. ·Lilienthal and the-second risit where 
18 you talked with Mr. Castles? 
19 A. It was about a week. I think they were both over 
20 weekends and I \fent to New York and I came back and rcy wife 
21 and sister went wit.~ me. 




concerning the use of that road? 
A. on the first visit. 
Was that from looking at the sign? 
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Bad any of the brochures or written material sent 
·to you mentioned any restrictions?·· 
i •.. 
1.·· ·.~ •• A ~:z don't believe so. 
i 
I 
Do you have copies of any material ·that·has been 
~~ent -to·you? 
I . . ... - .. 
I 
I A. I do, not present. I have it at my house. 
I 
I 
0- Do you have file this property? a on 
: I .. 
• I A Yes. 
' 0. ·If we wanted to identify it in a request t.t~ould it I 
~~ust be Clairmont Farm file? " I 
A. Yes. ·. .; 
0. And, Doctor 1 ·would you agree to make that file 
~~·vailable to counsel for the parties in this case? I 
I ,.,ould. 
As I understand, you have the file at your house 
ict.nd that would be the best evidence of.what's ·fn there. 
I 
I I 
Could you basi eally tell me the· types of things we 
~~uld find in that file? 
A. I think you would find copies of documents referred 
~~p on the sign, correspondence between myself and my attorney, 
I ! 
I 
~l~e initial offering, the brochure from the property, rough 
! 
~rafts of contracts, notes that I had· taken in dis cuss ion on I. 
~~e telephone with my attorney, possibly the airline tickets 
I 
·~~at I used to get up there, if I ,.,ere thinking at the time 
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that it tr.ight be a business expense of some kind •. That is 
2 the complete file of everything that related to that property. 
3 You·have indicated that you had sol'fl.e written form 
4 of th·ese .. restrictive covenants in your file •. 
. s A., ... I·.-believe it is my reco_llection .... ~at Mr. Lilienthal 
6 had a.·.local ·attomel' copy these from the City records or the 
7 County . records. :· 
8 . Do you recall the name of that lawyer? 
9 A No, I do not. But there !l'ay be a reference to it 
10 in the file. 
11 At what point in time do you recall Mr. Lilienthal 
... 
12 having gotten you the copy of these covenants? 
13 Probably some time ~mmediately after the first week 
14 in April. 
lS This would have been after your on-sight visit but 
16 be fore you m£de your offer? 
17 '!'hat's correct. I think it is correct. It might 
18 have been after fCI'.J initial offer. I can't be ·sure of that. 
19 It was done expeditiously. I don't remember in what order. 
20 Now, knowledge of these restrictions did not stop 
21 you from making an offer on the property? 
22 A. Knowledqe of the alleged restrictions 1 no. I was 
23 not certain after reading them royself nor was he certain as 
24 to whether these restrictions were 1 in fact, valid, and that 
25 is h0\'1 I was attempted to protect P.-.fself \Ulder rr:y proposal. 
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But you did Irtake a proposal, not withstanding your 
2 ~~!now ledge of those terms in the coven a.1t t? 
3 ·A. That is correct. 
4 
, .I 
·At the second visit ,.,hen you talked to !-!r. Castles 
5 ,,.,:o\i indicated that your \'life and sister !!lay have been presenti ioi I 
I i 
I They were present. 6 I think my children were too. 
! 
~t'! don't recall them 7 ~ 1 being--the children, I don • t believe, 
t~~ere sitting on the patio. 8 I don't remerr.ber what they were 
I 
9 ~~oing. I don't re·member whether they actually came to the 
10 ~bnferenee• But they were pre~ent at the property on that 
11 The kids came to look and play wit.~ the swans. I 
12 ~~member that distinctly that they were de finitely in the 
I 
13 ire a. 
I 
I 
14 Q. vlhat is your sister's name? 
I A. 
I 




0. t·lhere does she live? 
i 
~7 ~ Denver, Colorado. 
I Q. Was your secretary able to get Mr. Lilienthal's 8 
I 
cl:~~;dres s ? 
~0 A Yes. It is 1606 Washington Plaza, P.eston, Virginia, 
I 
~1 21~ io 9 o. 
I 
That is his office address. 
I I 
His home address is 11400 OrChard Lane, the sarre 
~3 tlc~.;n • 
I 
~4 Q. ~l as ~1 r. A 11 an d , the re a 1 estate agent , present when 
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Now , Doc tor , be fore y ou s p ok e w i th l~r. Cas t le s 
3 there at his house had you looked at any other property in 
4 that area? 
s A. Yes. 
6 g.· Do you recall the names of any of the properties? 
7 A.. liot o~f hand. But I have a file. They might even 
8 be in that file. 
9 Mr. Alland has qiven testimony about that convers a-
10 tion between you and Mr. Castles, Let me ask you if your 
11 recollection either corresponds or differs from Mr. 1\lland' s. 
12 On page 116--I am reading from a trans c'ript of testimony on 
13 which if you don't have any ~bjection I ,.,ill have marked 











lt~R. MURRJ.t..Y: If you have the date. 
~ · MR. TEW: It is a hearing. Well, it~s the examina-
tion of J. Sc..~uyler A.lland, begins on page 111, and the 
daf:e is August 11 1 · 1981. 
~at page 116 Mr. Alland says, •an the right of way 
in question from 610 to Clai rmcnt Mr. Castles seemed 
to be agreeable to letting the road be used for any 
normal purposes, in eluding fue 1 deliveries, moving van 
deliveries and repair trucks 1 e teeter a." 
D~ctor, is that a fair summary of Mr. Castle's--
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I A. My recollection was that he stated that he--right, 
;that he had not ever exercised that option, but as I said, 
lhe emphasized that he had the right to de so, 
I 
... 0. · ··. :; B ut ·it • s Mr. ~.lland' s recolle etion that Mr. Castles 
lseem~d to be agreeable for letting the ·road be used fOr 
lfUrposes like fuel deliveries and moving vans and repair 
~~rucks,., 
I A. .. He.did not say that he wouldn't, and it was really ~n my mind rather inmaterial what ~e, you know, what he was ~aying or would permit or whatever. )ty mind was ·the legal 
~uestion that I needed protection again~t, because Mr. Castles 
~ay be survived and my have sold the property or whatever and 
lte ally l-rhat Mr •. Castles would or wouldn't do wasn't the 
I 
rssue that .was in my mind, I wouldn't disagree With what was 
raid there. There was nothing to lead me to believe that he 
was going to be capricious and arbitrary •. It was :my feeling 
': . ~hat he was. going to use this legal right as an inducement, ~s it trere, if not a wedge to have me agree to close that 
~ci open the one behind his house. That certainly was roen-
11 
¥ioned and it was certainly in my ll'ind, 
I Focusing en what Mr. C.astles said you then \-!Ould 
rgree that !-1r, J..lland correctly recalls basically the words 
~r the meaning of the worCs that Mr. Castles said. 
[I. A. Well, I will say again that I would not disagree 
wj~th what he satd but I did not have a feeling of convivialitl• 
I 
·.I 
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and cooperation. I did not coroe at.t~ay from the meeting with 
that. I came away from the meeting concerned about the righ~ 
of way. He did not threaten me. I don't believe at an~' tim~ 
he said h:e··would h~ve stopped any moving van. If I.asked 
the question and if he did not say he would. stop the moving 
van-~you a~e _asking me to agree with the feeling that 
Mr. All~d.~had. I am net !o1r. Alland' s head. I don't know 
his fee li_nqs. 
·-Q. Did you ask specifically .. '"hether f.!r. castles '"ould 
... ap p ly his he~ vy h a uli n q rest ri,c ti on to the de live ry of f ue 1? 
A. ;I think I rai.se d the question. 
0. And what \'las his response? 
A. I think his response was that he had nev~r.done it 
and certainly .he had let fuel in for l4r~--the seller--I 
forget his _name. It escapes. me. He reiterated that he had 
the right under the law and the easement too, in his judgement' 
to stop them. 
0. But he told you he had never done that. 
A. I think he said that he had never done it. 
0. Did you specifically ask him about whether he 
would apply prohibition to moving van deliveries? 
A. I don• t know. I don't recall. I did not leave 
there with a feeling that he was going to capricious.ly bar 
my ncrmal needs to the property. 
Q. I s i t f ai r to n ay 1 Do ct c r 1 that Ttl hi 1 e y o u fe 1 t 
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l1-1r. Castles would be reasonable, you looked at this more in 
jterms of what the legal rights might have been under that 
j:restriction as opposed to Mro Castles intent? 
I 
A. Absolutely. 
I 0. So your reaction to that conversation, it wasn't 
:anything that Mr. Castles said that affected you? It was 
I , -
!rnore that you feared he might or some successor to him miqht 
~e able to assert a legal right that would interfere with your 
fight to t.~e property? 
i' A 
Yes. Except that he raised the issue of a back 
" [foad, so that it was put into my mind that this could be used 
as a lever at some point in the future to enter into that 
Lree or four way agreement to use .the back road which, of 
~ourse, gave rise to what I now ·recall was the second right 
~f way condition which upset me, which was that everyone 
I 
rehind me and the side of me could come right across my 
broperty to qet to one or the other of these two easements. 
l 
So there were two conditions, Castles being just one, but all 
I 
inte rconne cte d. 
ji 0. After this conversation is that when you had 





And did Mr. Lilienthal give you an opinion as to 
~hat the legal rights of !•tr. Castles were? 
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lS 
A. I think he disq uali fie d himself from qi vin g me an 
2 opinion like that. 
4 
s 
Why did he do that? 
A.· BecauSe I felt he did not feel· competent in that 
particular aspect of it. .. ..... 
6 · · · 0. · .;. :-In· preparinq your first offer or your offer of 
19 
7 April 8, 1980 you indicated that you had considered comparable 



















Had you come to a conclusion as to the most that 
you would pay for the subject farm? 
A.' Yes. 
·. ·o. What was that?. ;: ... 
A. ·what my offer was. 
In other lotords, $245,000 was your top price? 
I believe it was, as I recall. 
·And?. 
A. With those conditions actually would have been less 
under my clause, 10, if, in fact, I was not able to clear the 
issue of ·tl'ie easement. I think it was reduced by 20 and 40 
respectively and the reason being that these encumbrances 
made the property less valuable. It was just that silt'.Ple. 
If someone could ride a truck across rcy frori t yard or stop me 
from enjoying the use of my property to the complete freedom 
of use, the property was less valuable. 
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$245,000, in your mind, was the most that you 
t:ouldA.pay without the restrictions on use? Without these restrictions, yes. · 
.. .o. .In other words, if you.could get a leqal .. opinion or 
'leqal-·rulinq that Mr. Castles could not restrict you in any 
~ay, 24:5 was still your best price? 
A. Right. 
And you set your offer up in the event there was 
9 an adverse ruling giving Castles son1e restriction over yours, 
10 then the p ri ce would go dO\Itn? 
11 That's correct. 
12 But your offer of April 8, 198b qave to the owners 
13 lof Clairmont Farm the best price if these restrictions 
14 ! legally didn't apply? 
15 I believe so. I 1 m not sure. You know, when people 
16 set their best price, if he'd come back with a difference in 
17 ·:just price 1 I might have gone along \fith him or I ndght not 
18 ~~have. I don't .recall what honestly my thinking was or how 
i 
19 :much I wanted it or how much my sister wanted it, who was 
20 joined :in this with me. That was what I was prepared to 





But the discounting occurred only if there was an 




By the terms of thg offer, that's correct. 
And after looking at the comparisons? 
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A. To be totally fair, and I am trying to be totally 
2 fair, the hassle of it and the condition being there reduced 
3 even that number to me. Okay? The fact t~at these problems 
existe_d and clearly there was going to be litigation or an 
s attempt to get some kind of ruling or judgement, _that just 
6 meant that it required moxe of my time and more aggravation 
7 and so forth. So that that initial price had to be, you know 1 
s had to b~ a factor in that initial offer also was the fact 
9 that it wasn• t a nice simple, plain deal •. 
21 
10 Did you make an offe~ on any of the other properties? 
11 A. No. 
' 
12 _Q. Let me finish. Did you make an . offer on any other 
13 properties in that axe a at that titr&8? 
14 A No. 
15 You did -look though prior to April the 8th at other 
16 properties that were for sale? 
17 A. Yes. 
· .. 
18 
·Q. So all of the properties in that area you looked 
19 at, you chose the Clairmont as the most desirable property 
20 and that is the one you made an offer .on. 
21 I don't think that is a fair statement. I chose 
22 it given all of the conditions, how much money I had to 
23 spend--I mean I looked at places for over a million dollars 
24 that were very qood _deals. I didn't have over a million 
25 dollars. 
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I I looked at places that were good deals and 
2 [,'required too much work and renovation and rehabilitation, 
I 
i3 l,even though they may have been good deals in terms of acreage 
4 /'and number ·of rooms. 
·However, I wasn't prepared to do that kind of reno-
6 
1 
vation and that kind of buildinq. So given· everything, our 
7 needs and our pocketbook, so to speak., and what was available 
r' 
8 f, that I had seen, I chose this one to make the offer on. 
9 Did you ever talk wi.th Mr. Wriqht as ·to why he 
10 tuxned down your initial offer? 
11 
12 
" I ·never talked to Mr. Wri9ht after the day I rnet 
him at the property.' My attorney spoke to 1-tr. liriqht and 
Mr. W right's ·attorney. 
Was that you? . ' 
MR. MORRAY : No. 
BY MR. TEW: 
Whoever that was. They were second hand ·con versa-
tions and rep_orts of why this was done and why he didn't 
\-7 ant that and so forth. 
Q. Did Mr. Lilienthal ever report back to you \'ihy your 
offer had been turned down? 
Z.tR. !-1URRAY : I object to any answer. 
THE \-liTUESS 1 He didn't report to me \i'hat was 
related to him, as best as he understood it. I don • t 
recall exactly why or what, but the second offer, 
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presumably, mflected the things that concerned hirn in the: 
2 first offer. What he told me tfas reflected in the counter-
3 offer that came back • 
4 . MR. ·'l'Ew :· Is the counter-offer your second nult'.bel"""~ 
s exhibit? 
6 MR. ·MURRAY:: .Yes, dated ·April 10. 
7 BY MR. TEW: 
s 0. Referring to the second exhibit that counse 1 
9 showed you, what was the--you said the payment terms were 
10 different. ' 11 Was the counter-offer asking more than $245 ,oo,, .. 
11 MR. MURRAY: The document spealts for itself. 
l2 THE WITNESS: I believe that he wanted more cash 
13 and less purchase money mortgage. He wanted a differ..,nt 
l4 rate, a higher rate on the PM. Be changed the conditi''" 
15 of the PM mortgaqe as to rates. 
16 BY MR. TEW: 
17 When you say PM, you are talking ebout purchase 
18 money? 
19 A. Yes. And he wanted more cash. The price was 
20 raised also, $5,000, from 245 to 250. The deposit may ha Vt=' 
21 been different. Yes, he wanted a $25,000 deposit and I 





I beg your pardon, PM mortgage rate \rlas the s amo 
in both but I offered to deposit, given n11 deposit within 
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rten working days. He didn't want it on execution of t.,e 
I 
2 /contract. I offered twenty four .five deposit based on ten 
i' 
j /percent of my .offering price. He asked for $25,000 deposit 
I 
4 j~ased on his 250 1 000 and that gave a raise to the difference 
5 /in the deposit. 
i' 
6 1! 0. After your receipt of .that counter-offer did you 
II 
7 1 negotiate any further? 
I 
8 I A. I don a t think s o. 
I 
9 I 0. Why not? 
10 I think that everyone, was sort of Wlhappy with 
11 eveeyone else's impertenence, shall we say. I think he was 
12 1 outraged by my offer and I was--I wasn't really outraq~4. I 
I 
13 1 just said look, who_ needs this. 
I' 
14 I MR. TEWs I don't have any o~er questions. 
I 
15 RB~ XA}.11 t~ ATI ON 
16 :' BY. MR. MURRAY: 
17 1 Doctor,. are you charging a fee for your time here 
18 in qi ving this deposition? 
IS A. I asked for a fee. 
2(, I J.~R. MURRAY t Off the record--
2 MR. TEW: Wait a minute, let's not go off the 
2!1 record. Let's leave it all on the record • 
. 2~ .BY l•!R. ~tU:RP.AY : 
. 
.. Q. I think technically we are not asking for medical 
opinions. 
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25 
A. You are asking for real estate opinions. 
2 Technically you am just a witness in this lawsuit--
3 are you _charging a fee for the time that you have consumed 
4 out of your professional workinq day to give this deposition? 
s A. You asked me the question--! don't remember whether 
6 you asked me the question or whether my secretary· stated it. 
7 My normal deposition fee for giving depositions, of which I 
s ~ave given several and many more than I would ever want to, 
.. 
9 is $200. It is a standard fee in this office. Depositions 
10 I have given have been related'to the medical field. This is 
11 real estate where I am a professional in the real estate 
12 field. 
13 Will you ~swer the ultimate question, are you--
14 MR. TEWa As a Harvar.d man he is entitled to a fee--
15 THE WITNESS: Yes, I said that I would charge a 
16 $2 00 fee. 
17 MR. l~URRAY: We will pay your $200 fee. 
18 MR. TE\i: I have nothing else. 
19 MR. MURRAY: You have the right to read or waive 
20 the signing and let the Notary sign your name for ~,ou. 
21 THE t'liTNESS : I know that. Is there any reason I 
. 22 
shouldn 1 t read it over in terms of times, court dates 
23 or--
24 ~iR. ~1URRAY: iie don 1 t have a trial date. ~he· 
25 decision to read it is one you must make. You must 
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THE WITNESS a I am prepared to have the Notary 
sign it. 
(Thereuppn the deposition was adjoum.ed at 6:45 
:·. P• m.) . · .
. (Readinq, subscribing,. and .notice of filing ·!'ere 
.... ·.waived.) 
\ 
- ,... . 
. . ·-
~- ; 
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CERl'IFICATE OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
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---··· ____ . -~·-'---f_OS_EP~. !t'..A~.R~.T~ ~' b_e_in g. a l~ o;_~~ J?. $.ll c for the 
s State·-of--Plorida ·at Large·;· do ·hereby certify .. th·at I reported 
- .. 
6 the deposition of Dr. David F. Frankel, a witness called by 
7 the plaintiff in the_ above-sty led cause; that -the .said witness 
8 was duly swom by me; that the readinq and sUbscribing of the 
9 deposition were waived by the witness and counsel for the 
- . -· -- . . - - . - - . . -. 
HL .. re~pective .. parties; -that the ~foregoing pages 1 numbered from 
11 1 'to '25a, .. iriclusive ~- coiis'tftute a true and corre"ct transcrip-
12 tion of my shorthand report of the deposition by ~~id witness. 
--· ---------·--·--· -·-·· ·--·· ·-- --·. ····-··· ... . ... ·-· .. ··-··-· ---. 
13 __ ---~-- --·-----·-!··-further· certify -that-·1--am not an attomey or 
"14 ... "counsei··-o-f"'"'any of 'tile ... partles·;·-no-;·-a. re-iati ve or_e.mP loyee of 
.. -- - ---· ----··-----'-···· -. -·---·- --·· ,, ···----
15 ~ny -~~-~_o_r~ey o~ _.coun~~). _cQ~_pe~ted. witn the action., nor 
16. fin anci-a·lly ·interested·· in-the··-action·. -· -· ·· 
17 --· -·-·. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal in the City of 
.. 
-·------- ----·- --·---· ·-·-·---------·--·· ··-·------,·----.. . ··-·- ·····-·· 
18 . . 
.. __ .. JU. ~mi.,_Co_un.ty ... of_. Dade, .state .of F lo.ri da, this 23 rd day of 
- --- ·- ---· .... ··--· .. . . ' 
20 .. --·;r:~::;.-~-;-_ ..---~~~~-- ~------- .. --. . -··- ·- -. --
fl2--. _____ ;_ 
I 
~23 - --~------ .. --- -····-· -- . ---.- - -- - ----·-·-· -- Not;.;-;~,rc;.- ~~.of Rorida Pot large 
•.. ·----------·--·-· ________ , . My~sslon_Expires ~ 15, 1985 
Bonded thru MoynEU'd \'O;,d'.ng Apc:wy 24 
-.-_.._. ---..-. ·----·-·----4--·-·--. ·----- --------- -- - --·-- -.. -·--- .. . . .. .. 
-25- ____ .. ________ ····--. ·-····-·-··-
':':--:- ··:-:-:-• ---· -:-::-~·~···.-··-·· .-· ... -..-· :.-··.·:·- .. . ·.. . .·.:.-- ·.·· ·.-· ; -:-· ··~ ·· . 
. ,.· .. ~: ~ r·- ~-·=,i ;- . -:·~ ·. ·: ·~ 
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FRANCES K. HAL.EY 8: ASSOCIATES 
Court Reporters 
1311 Princess Anne Street 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
Office: 371-5258 
VIRGINIA: ......... 
2 .IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF CAROLINE 
3 
4 ----------------------------------------~-
5 RICHARD B. WRIGHT, JR., 
6 vs. 








10 EXCERPT from the above. styled t.rial when heard 
11 on August 11,. 1982, · at 10: 00· a.m. , before Honorable Richard 
12 H. C.· Taylor·, Judge. 
13 
14 APPEARANCES: 
15 Mr. J osepb W. Richmond, Richmond & Fishburne 
0 Court Square, Charlottesville, Virginia 22901 
16 Counsel for the Complainant; 
17 Mr. Thomas M. Purcell, Purcell & Bonenberger 
P. 0. Box 1248, Orange, Virginia 22960 
18 Counse 1 for the Complain ant; 
19 Mr. Harry B. Franklin, Franklin, Williams & Cowan 
321 William Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
20 Counsel fo~ the Respondent. 






























FRANCES K. HALEY 8c ASSOCIATES 
Court Reporters · 
1311 Princess Anne Street 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 22401 
Office: 371-5258 
2. 
NOTE: Court convenes at 
10:00 a.m. After the swearing of the Court 
Reporter, the hearing is begun as follows: 
This is an excerpt 
' from the trial of Richard B. Wright, Jr. vs. John 
G. Castles containing only ·the motion to strike. 
. MR. FRANKLIN: Your Honor, I guess what 
I want to do is make a motion, but since we don't 
have a jury here, I guess I can say most anything 
that I want to. 
In the bill of complaint,. there 
were allegations about financial losses to Mr. 
and Mrs. Wright. The bill doesn't contain a prayer 
for financial reimbursement. It has a general 
prayer for general relief, which in some cases 
might be construed broadly enough to cover that 
point. 
In his opening-presentation, 
Mr. Richmond said to the Court the only issue 
FRANCES K. HALEY St ASSOCIATES 
Court Repor=~rs 
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1 before the Court·was the issue of the ·use of this 
2 right-of-way, and so I don't know whether they 
3 are pursuing, at this point, a claim for financial 
4 reimbursement. If Mr. Richmond says no, we are 
.. 
5 not, then I will shut up. If he doesn't say no; 
6 we are not, then I would move the Court to strike 
the evidence relating to\ the ·financial aspect as 
8 being totally, fully, and completely inadequate 
9 to support any financial reward to the plaintiff 
10 at all. 
11 Anything that the Court would 
12 allow, even if he had shown that he may have suffe 
13 a financial loss along the way, which I don't thin 
14 he has, would be purely speculative on the part 
15 of the Court as to any ~ount which should be allo 
16 THE COURT: Mr. Richmond, do you want 
17 to respond to just that aspect of the motion? 
18 MR. FRANKLIN: At this point, if the 
19 Court grants that motion to strike the evidence 
20 in relation to the financial reimbursement to the 
21 plaintiff, it will certainly make a big difference 
------~~---------------------------------------------------4~7 
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in the present·ation of the defense and the number 
of witnesses to be called. 
THE COURT: I understand. 
MR. FRANKLIN: There's another motion 
I want to make, but I would like that decided first. 
I 
MR. RICHMOND: Of course, we pray that 
the temporary injunction\be made a permanent injunc-
tion to the complainant on the Santee Park Road 
for all purposes, including heavy hauling, and 
that is all. 
THE COURT: All right, sir, you are not 
requesting any financial loss in this? 
MR. RICHMOND: Not in this case, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: I will sustain the motion. 
MR. FRANKLIN: Thank you. That's the 
first time I have ever had that happen to me. 
I also move the Court to strike 
the evidence in regards to the abandonment of the I 
restricted provisions of this particular easement. 






















FRANCES K. HALEY Be ASSOCIATES 
Court Reporters 
1311 Princess Anne Street 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 22401 
Office; 371-5258 
he is entitled to the relief which is sought in 
the bill. 
THE COURT: I think the only way to 
get this matter finally right is to hear full 
.. 
18. 
evidence rather than you rebutting what he says. 
Mr. Frank~i~, I am going to 
'\ 
take your motion under advisement, and we can 
submit a memorandum to it. I would like to go 
forward with all the eviden.ce, and the Court can 
make a ruling one way or the other and everybody 
will know. 
MR. FRANKLIN: Your Honor, I don't want 
to rebutt what he says, but he talks about changing 
the pleadings. I am not changing the pleadings. 
The abandonment of easement, I said, the law of 
the two was the same. 
THE COURT: I will take that motion 
under advisement. We will recess for five minutes, 
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Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
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19. 
NOTE: A brief .recess is taken 
at this time. 
THE COURT: All right. The matter has 
been compromised and you want to .. read into the re-
cord the compromise agreement •. 
MR. RICHMOND: Coun~el for the plaintifj 
and the defense have agreed that the consent will 
be entered by the Court containing the following 
provisions, amending the restrictions involved 
in the decree on the Santee Park Road. The words 
"heavy hauling" as used in that restriction is 
redefined to. include transportation over the Santee 
Park Road incidental to residential and agricul-
tura1 or equestrian uses. 
Two, there will be a road 
maintenance agreement between the complainant 
and respondent concerning the access road from 
Route 610 to the south end of Santee Park to 
maintain this road in its present condition, each 






















FRANCES K. HALEY Be ASSOCIATES 
Court Reporters 
1311 Princess Anne Street 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 22401 
Office: 371-5258 
20. 
Thre~, gates may be used in 
addition to cattle guards at the ·south and north 
ends of the ·santee Park only ·under conditions 
rendering the cattle guards inoperable. 
That is the stipulatio~, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: Anything else we need in 
the record? 
: · : MR.. FRANKLIN: I don • t believe so, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. I want to thank 
the lawyers for their preparation of the case, 
and I am glad you worked it out because I can't 
write all of that into a consent degree. 
The ·homes are beautiful. I 
was on that tour in 1972. I hope ·you people will 
continue to maintain them in that lovely condition 
because they are lovely. 
Thank you, gentlemen. 
HEARING CONCLUDED AT 4:20 p. m. 
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RICHARD B. WRIGHT, JR., 
Plaintiff 
v. 
JOHN G. CASTLES 
Santee Farm 
corbin, Virginia 22446 
Dorothy T. castles 
Santee Farm 
Corbin, Virginia 22446 
Defendants 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT I 
I . 
.. 
. ?la;ntiff hereby moves the Court for judgment against 
defendants in the sum of $58,950.00 for compensatory d·amages with 
interest thereon from August 11, 1981, and for punitive damages 
the sum of $SOO,oeo.oo, which sums are justly due the plaintiff 






• I (1) Plaintiff is the owner of a tract of land in Caro- I 
line County, near Corbin, known as Claremont Farm, and defendant 






I tiff~stract known as Santee Farm, and defendant Dorothy T. Castlesi 
I 
I 
is his wife. Claremont Farm has no frontage on a public highway i 
I 
and Santee Farm fronts on State Route 6l01 that in 1901,· ·two rightsl 
of way were created for the benefit of Cla~emont Farm·running 
through Santee Farm to the public road now S~ate Route 6101 that 
one of these rights of way is commonly known as the Brick 
Quarters Road and the other is commonly known as·the Santee Park 
Road; that at the time of the creation of said rights ~~of way the 
Santee Park right of way was restricted against heavy··hauling •. 





! been used at all for vehicular traffic1 that it has·been cross-
i 
It fenced and that it is not usable for heavy hauling; that ·from 








Claremont Farm for heavy hauling with tne knowledge and acquies-
cence of the defendants. 
(3) That in 1978 
ciously slandered the title 
tenant right of way thereto 
and 1979 defendants falsely and mali- I 
to .plaintiff's property and the appur-1
1 over Santee Park Road by causing to 
be erected a large sign plainly visible at the entrance to the 
Santee Park Road warning that there was to ~e~no heavy hauling ovel 
the Santee Park Road to Claremont Farm and that nothing larger I 
I 
i than a pickup truck would be allowed; by wilfully warning one 
Clifford Lingafelt, the driver of a fuel oil truck, that the ~atte~ 
would not be permitted by th~ to drive over the Santee Park Road tJ 
I 
Claremont Farm, thereby preventing a ~elivery of necessary fuel oii 
I 
I 
to Claremont Farm during mid-winte~/ as a result of which the pipe~ 
in plaintiff's residence froze and burst; and by wilfully causing 
an automobile to be placed across Santee Park Road thereby pre-
venting the driver of a moving van from transporting furniture to 
Claremont Farm. 
(4) That in 1980 defendants falsely and maliciously 
slandered the title to plaintiff's property and the appurtenant 
right of way thereto, and wrongfully interfered with the consum-
mation of a contract between plaintiff and one David F. Frankel, 
who made a wr~tten offer of $245,000.00 to purchase plaintiff's 
property, by tell~ng Dr. Frankel and his real estate agent that 
,, 
1, the Santee Park Road could only be used by pickup trucks and that 
no heavy hauling such as fuel oil trucks would be allowed. 
(5) That in slandering the title to the plaintiff's 
property and in interfering with the consummation of the contract 
l. 
as alleged in paragraphs (3) and (4) defendants acted with ill. will, 
I spite and with evil motives and in reckless disregard for the ~ I 
I 
1' (6) That as a result of defendants' a~tions, plaintiff 
I 
was required to institute a chancery suit in this court to enjoin 
defendant John G. Castles from maintaining the ~foresaid sign and 
from otherwise interfering with plaintiff's use of Santee Park 
Road, as result of which this Court entered a decree.on A~gust 
26, 1981, providing that.plaintiff and his successors in title 
~ 
could use the Santee Park Road for heavy hauling incidental to 
residential, agricultural or equestrian uses and permanently 
, 
enjoined defendant John G. Castles and his successors in title I 
I 
from interfering w~th plaintiff's use of Santee Park Road for suchl 
transportation. i 
(7) Defendants• actions hereinabove alleged directly i ! 
I 
and proximately caused thelplaintiff to lose the sale of a portioni 
of Claremont F~r.m to William Payne on or about July 15, 1979 for 






damages in the amount of $1,500 from frozen water pipes on account{ 
I 
of the non-delivery. of fuel oil to Claremont Farm: and to lose thej 
i 
sale of all of Claremont Far.m to David F. Frankel on or about July! 
14, 1980 for the price of $245,000.00. 
(8) That as a result of the chancery suit alleged in 
paragraph (5) hereof, plaintiff was required to incur attorneys' 
fees and costs in the amount of $10,000.00. 
(9) That defendants' actions have deprived plaintiff 
from receiving interest on $130,000 from July 15, 1979 to July 
15, 1980 and pn $245,000 from July 15, 1980 to August 26, 1981. 
' I 
)10) Plaintiff alleges that the average rate of interest : 
~I jlhe could ~ave obtained on said sums of money during the period.· 
hereinbefore set forth was at least 12% per annum and therefore 














I I: • I , • i 
·1 ~~nterest at 12% on $130,000 from July 15, 1979 to July 15, 1980 J.n ; 
! II 
I 
~he amount of $15,600 and on $245,000 from July ·15, 1980 to August · 




WHEREFORE plai~tiff moves the Court for .judgrn~nt against 
/i;the defendants in the sum of $558,950.00 with interest ;thereon 
lfrom August 26, 1981. 
I 
/RICHMOND-AND FISHBURNE 
P. o. Box 551 
-lsi Richard B.-Wright, J~. 
Richard B. Wright, Jr. 
,. 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22902 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
By lsi Joseph w. Richmond 
VIRGINIA: 
IN 'mE CIRCUIT COURT oF CAROLnlE COUNIY 
RICHARD B. WRIGHI', JR. , 
vs. 
JOHNG. ~­




'lhe Defendants, having duly filed a plea of Res Judicata herein 
and ~e Court, after extensive review of. the previous file and its transcript 
. ~ 
. . 
the cases cited in the present file, and independent research, and being 
' . 
of the opinion that the Defendants' plea ef Res Judicata to bar the present 
action for damages should be sustained, ~it is so ORDERED and this case. is 
hereby dismissed, with prejudice. 
l£ ASK FOR nns: 
ia 22401 
A COpy TESTE: 
R. ~1CAMPBEll, c BY ..£.1/t.J.t-i:Jc Tlj: ,._I.!Ipi · 
OEPU"JY CL::;. :k~ 
----········- ... 
. .. - ·--










ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 
That the lower court erred in sustainng the Appellees' 
plea of ~ judicata. 
\I 
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